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Albatross numbers rise says report
Black-browed albatross numbers on
New Island in the Falkland Islands
continue to increase according to
statistics from Falklands conservationist and photographer Ian Strange, and
described in a paper now available on
CD (see page 27).
Reports of a world-wide decline in
albatross numbers are rather more fa-

miliar, with losses of adult birds as a
result of incidental capture by offshore
Àshing vessels.
Mr Strange’s document on aerial
surveys of Black-browed albatross describes the methodology used to count
the birds as well as comparisons with
surveys. His data suggests increases from 11.9% to 62.1% at some of

the colonies.
The paper suggests the increasing size
of Àshing Áeets and the availability of
discards from those Áeets as additional
food for the birds might be the reason
for the increase in albatross numbers.
Photograph by kind permission of Ian
and Georgina Stange.
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Editorial by FIA Chairman David Tatham CMG

Whose is history?
DURING my teenage years I spent many hours writing essays on
the themes “What use is History?” “History is bunk – discuss”.
And now I Ànd myself reÁecting on History, with its capital H,
in the Falklands context. History as a feature of the sovereignty
dispute with Argentina and more generally the place of history in
Falklands life.
In the dispute with Argentina, I think we have tended to discount history in making the Falklands case. There was, there is,
no doubt that the main plank of the British/Islander case is the
right of self determination – the view that the future of a territory should be decided by the people who live in it and in this
case there has never been any doubt of Islanders’ views. The other
main plank in the British argument is the uninterrupted and effective character of British administration since 1833 – a term of 175 years, with only one break of
74 days in 1982. In comparison with these two arguments, the historical case has always come a
poor third submerged by the numerous grandiloquent assertions which Argentine representatives
have made at the United Nations and in their national media.
But in the last few years British papers from the Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Centuries and
Argentine papers from the Nineteenth Century have been studied seriously and in detail for effectively the Àrst time on this side of the ocean. The results are evident in several of the essays in
the Dictionary of Falklands Biography (where as editor, I declare an interest) and in a short and
punchy booklet by Dr Graham Pascoe and Mr Peter Pepper entitled ‘Getting it right’: the real
history of the Falklands/Malvinas.
In May 2008 Pascoe and Pepper set out their case publicly in a lecture at the London School of
Economics, which is reported in this issue of the Newsletter. In due course they will develop it in
a full-scale history, The Falklands Saga, which is approaching publication. This recent research
makes it clear that the only part of the Argentine claim which had any plausibility – the historical
case – is, like so much of Argentine political life, based on rhetoric rather than reality.
But History for the Falkland Islands means far more than simply rebutting the Argentine claim
to sovereignty. It is important for any society to know where it came from, both in the literal sense
and more generally meaning - how did we get to where we are today? Discussing education in the
Islands, Lord Shackleton in his report of 1977 regretted that there was a “lack of local content
and relevance in subjects such as history and geography...” The primary school in Stanley have
produced a syllabus to introduce aspects of Falklands history to younger children and hopefully
the Falkland Islands Community School can develop an appropriate programme for those studying at GCSE level.
As the Islands and their people move into the 21st Century with a self conÀdence based on physical security and economic prosperity, they can be legitimately proud of the achievements of their
forefathers, wherever they came from, in establishing and developing a pioneer society with its
own unique character in a beautiful but remote and far from easy land.
Photo by P Pepper. David Tatham with Lady Thatcher at Lincolns Inn.
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Argentine next-of-kin welcome
by sea for practical reasons
By David Tatham CMG
ONE of the subjects which
came up in the commemorations of the 25th anniversary
of the 1982 ConÁict last year
has rumbled on through 2008.
This is the natural desire of
Argentine next of kin to visit
the graves of their fallen at the
Argentine Cemetery at Darwin. The Argentine Families
Commission have suggested a
visit by between six and eight
hundred next of kin – a considerable number and certainly far larger than any previous
visit to the Darwin Cemetery.
The Argentine government
have proposed that this visit be
made by charter aircraft.
Falkland Islands Councillors have made it clear that
the next of kin would be welcome, but have offered good
practical reasons why their
visit should be by sea, using a
passenger ship. A vessel could
moor at Mare Harbour and
would provide accommodation and support for the families, many of whom are no
longer young, and reduce the
need for land transport. Such
a visit could go ahead regardless of the strong winds which
could close Mount Pleasant
airport at very short notice,
and which, in the absence of
a ship, could oblige Islanders
and the military to Ànd transport and overnight accommodation for a very large group
at very short notice.
There is a particular reason
why Councillors dislike the
use of charter aircraft to move
large numbers of next of kin
to the Islands. Four years ago
the Argentine government
imposed a ban on the use of
Argentine airspace by charter
aircraft Áying to the Islands
– they have now tripped over
this very ban. It is a measure
which they could lift without
difÀculty, but they choose not
to do so.
In the years after the 1982
ConÁict, several organised
visits of next of kin took place,
originally with the help of the
International Red Cross. But
since 1999, when the general
restrictions on visitors from
Argentina were lifted, there
has been no limit on visits by

Argentine next of kin to the
Falklands and current problems with a large-scale visit
should not obscure that fact.
Indeed the Islands’ immigration ofÀcers do not differentiate between Argentine visitors
who are next of kin and those
who are tourists, journalists or
whatever. In recent years the
number of visitors by air has
ranged widely between 194
in 2000 and only 37 in 2002.
Those coming by sea – which
effectively means cruise ship
passengers on their brief trips
ashore – number roughly ten
times as many: in 2006/7 over
1000 dropped in; in 2004/5
less than 500.
The Darwin Cemetery featured again in the Argentine
media in early June when the
Argentine Vice President, Julio Cobos, suggested to the
British Ambassador that the
Argentine Áag should Áy over
it permanently. The Argentine
spokesman maintained that
this was common international
practice at military cemeteries.
In fact it is far from common
practice. At particular ceremonies a “visiting Áag” may be
Áown, but this does not apply
to cemeteries of formerly hostile forces - for example the
German Áag is not Áown over
the large German military
cemetery at Cannock Chase
in England. The Ambassador
merely undertook to report the
Argentine request to London,
observing wisely that it was a
matter on which the Falkland
Islanders would have views.
The suggestions and demands at present coming from
Argentina cannot be considered in isolation from current
Argentine policy towards the
Islands and their people. Mrs
Kirchner’s government has
followed that of her husband
in being consistently hostile
to the Falkland Islands and
in rejecting the sort of co-operation normal between neighbours with many interests in
common. The ban on charter
Áights was one example, the
rejection of the agreement on
joint oil prospection another,
the refusal to co-operate on
Àsheries a third. Cont. pg: 29

‘Ice breaking’ trip
South for Clyde
THE ultra-modern offshore
patrol vessel HMS Clyde
(OPV) as part of its role of
ensuring round the clock surveillance and protection of the
South Atlantic Overseas Territories, this year included in its
schedule a winter deployment
in South Georgia in June.
A spokesperson for the British Forces said, “The deployment aim was to project a
Joint Force capability to South
Georgia and demonstrate the
ability to provide aid to the
civil authority in challenging
conditions in the event of a
humanitarian incident while
simultaneously providing deterrence and reassurance.”
After extensive planning HMS
Liverpool, HMS Clyde and
RFA Black Rover sailed from
the Falklands with a number
of additional personnel from
the Army, RAF and Falkland
Island Defence Force embarked. The forecast predicting severe gales and high sea
states, fair weather prevailed
and HMS Clyde entered the
Antarctic Convergence Zone
in the early hours of the morning. Within a couple of hours
icebergs dominated the visual
and radar horizon and this remained the case for the Ànal
200nm to South Georgia.
Eventually HMS Clyde
moored at the small jetty at
King Edward Point where the

Ship’s Company was met by
the South Georgia Government OfÀcer and the resident
team from the British Antarctic Survey.
At Àrst light the following day, the ship’s company
ashore to visit the sights of
Grytviken, including the Museum, the grave of the explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton and
the remains of the Grytviken
whaling station. Others took
advantage of the fresh snow to
Àne tune their sledging techniques.
Later that day HMS Liverpool arrived, anchoring in
Cumberland Bay, hosting a
meeting with the local government and the British Antarctic Survey team to develop
a standard procedure for the
provision of aid in the event
of some form of incident in or
around South Georgia.
HMS Clyde then sailed to
conduct an 80nm patrol of the
stunning South Georgia coastline and to contribute towards
Fishery Protection in the South
Georgia and South Sandwich
Maritime Zone before following HMS Liverpool back
through the ice Àelds towards
the Falkland Islands.
For many members of the
crew the visit to this stunning
and remote island, proved to
be the highlight of their six
month tour in the Falklands.

FIDF extreme training conditions

Above: FIDF members, Jay
Moffatt and Jen Berntsen in
South Georgia in June.

DELIVERED by HMS
Liverpool (info above)
the Falkland Islands Defence Force conducted
winter training in South
Georgia in June.
Major Peter Biggs of
the FIDF said ”Recently
a joint patrol of FIDF
and Grenadier Guards
landed on South Georgia to conduct mountain
movement and search
and rescue training.
Specialist
instruction
was provided by the
FIDF Permanent Staff
Instructor WO2 Steve
Tooby RM.
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News
Stanley Services
fund training for
three Islanders
THREE Falklands residents
are to beneÀt from the recently launched Stanley
Services Ltd. Scholarship.
Teacher Louise Taylor
has been awarded funds to
undertake a ‘Teaching English as a Foreign Language’
course in Chile.
Builder Doug Clark will
be supported in his aim to
obtain a Clerk of Works
qualiÀcation. This will be
dependent on Doug being
accepted by the Institute of
Clerk of Works.
Daniel Biggs, who has an
Honours Degree in Sports
and Exercise Science, will
undertake a training course
in order to become a personal trainer / gym instructor.
Daniel commented, “I was
delighted to be successful in
my application and am extremely grateful to Stanley
Services for this opportunity.”
Stanley Services Ltd introduced the scholarship as part
of their anniversary celebrations – they have traded successfully for twenty years in
the Falkland Islands.
The scholarship is aimed at
candidates of 21 years and
older and can be used as a
contribution to post graduate studies or awarded to
mature students or individuals who for what ever reason
want to retrain or gain specialist or additional training
to further their career within
the Falkland Islands. No
formal qualiÀcations are
necessary.
The level of funding is
established at £10,000 per
year
During his recent visit to
the Islands, Stanley Services
Director Tom Swales, said,
“The driving factor behind
the award must be of relevance to the future development of the individual and to
the Falkland Islands.”
The Scholarship was
launched on March 3, 2008.
zSee page 9 for further
news of the Stanley Services 20th anniversary celebrations.
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Better transport links
with Islands say FCO
A FOREIGN Affairs Select
Committee Report recommended in July that the Foreign and Commonwealth OfÀce (FCO) takes further steps
to encourage economic diversiÀcation in, and improved
transport links with, the Falkland Islands. It also says the
FCO should work with the
Falklands Government and
the Ministry of Defence to ensure that the future air service
allows the Islands to develop
their tourism industry.
The recommendations are
the result of a Select Committee appointed by the House
of Commons to scrutinise the
Foreign and Commonwealth
OfÀce and the report deals primarily with the terms of reference for its enquiry into the
Foreign and Commonwealth
OfÀce’s exercise of its responsibilities in relation to the
Falkland Islands
The report recommends that
the FCO, “...clearly states
what, if any, it considers the
UK entitlement would be in
respect of potential oil and gas
revenue from the Islands.”
On demining they conclude
that there are a number of issues to be considered, including cost, practicability, safety
and environmental impact,
before a decision can be taken
on whether to carry out demining in the Falklands. They
welcomed the British Government’s announcement that
it has sought an extension to
the deadline to meet the UK’s
obligations under the Ottawa
Convention. They recommend
that Britain should discuss the

results of its recent feasibility
study with Islanders before
coming to any decision about
landmine clearance.
With regard to Argentina,
they conclude that when the
visit of the President of Argentina is rearranged HMG must
use the opportunity to raise issues of concern to the Falkland
Islands. In particular, they recommend that the Prime Minister calls for an end to Argentina’s obstruction in relation to
use of its airspace and that he
also highlight potential logistical issues if Argentine families
are allowed to Áy in to visit
graves. They also recommend
that the Prime Minister should
press the Argentine President
to agree to the establishment
of a Regional Fisheries Management Organisations for the
South West Atlantic and reiterate the Islands’ right to develop a hydrocarbon industry.
They recommend that HMG
should submit a claim to the
UN Commission for the Limits of the Continental Shelf
around the Falkland Islands
and South Georgia and the
South Sandwich Islands.
Above: Eric Illsley and Gisela
Stuart from FCO Select Committee visit Falklands. (PN).

Desire deal
with Arcadia
DESIRE Petroleum has sealed
a deal with rig outÀt Arcadia
to drill two wells off the Falklands by next year.
Arcadia will drill and test
the Ann prospect, in the North
Falkland basin, paying 85% of
the costs to earn a 35% stake
in a sub-area of Tranche C
covering the Ann and Orca
South prospects.
Rockhopper Exploration, as
part of a larger transaction, is
responsible for paying the remaining 15% of the Ann well
costs to earn a 7.5% interest in
Tranches C and D.
Arcadia will drill and test a
major new prospect named Alpha, paying 100% of the costs
to earn 50% in Block 25/10
and part of Block 25/15. This
prospect also extends into the
newly awarded blocks 25/8,
25/9 and 25/14b where Arcadia has an 80% interest and
Desire 20%.
Desire’s mid-estimate for
the potential recoverable reserves for Alpha is 7.8 trillion
cubic feet, with 15 Tcf in the
upside case.
Arcadia will also pay the
mobilisation and demobilisation costs associated with the
two wells.
As well as the two wells to be
drilled by Arcadia, Desire has
undertaken to drill two wells
for its own account including
the mobilisation and demobilisation costs associated with
these two wells. Desire will
remain as operator on all the
acreage Arcadia has joined
them in.

News
Governor slams
Argentine claim

HIS Excellency the Governor
of the Falkland Islands Alan
Huckle (above) has criticized
the Argentine government for
pressing its claim to the Falklands saying, “... it ignores the
principle of self-determination
enshrined in the UN Charter
and the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights.”
In his June 6 budget speech
to Legislative Council the
Governor said Argentina seeks
to, “...get round this by arguing, wrongly, that the principle
of self-determination should
apply only in cases where
there is no dispute about sovereignty and it speaks about
taking the interests (but not the
wishes) of Falkland Islanders
into account.
“In contrast, the British Government stands Àrm in upholding the right of the Islanders to
determine their own future.
And Islanders have consistently made clear, through
their freely and fairly elected
representatives, their wish
to remain under British sovereignty. Self-determination
does not necessarily mean independence.”
The Governor emphasized,
the British and Falklands Governments want to have, “...
good, stable relations with Argentina; “We regularly make
constructive suggestions on
ways to advance practical cooperation with Argentina, for
example in the conservation of
Àsheries. But instead of wanting to discuss practical co-operation, the Argentine Government repeatedly accuses us
of ‘unilateral acts’ and wants
to talk about something else.
Too often the something else
is more political...”
Photo: SeAled PR

Falklands delegation challenge
Argentine ‘history’ arguments
FALKLANDS Government
representatives have strongly
challenged traditional Argentine arguments used to support
their claim to the Falklands.
Councillors Richard Stevens
and Janet Robertson (right)
were attending the Decolonisation Committee of 24
at the 62nd United Nations
General Assembly Session in
June when they spoke on the
subject of the Argentine/Falklands dispute.
Councillor Janet Robertson
reacting to the Argentine argument that it inherited Spain’s
possessory title to the Islands
when it declared independence
from Spain, stated, “In fact the
Spanish settlement had been
evacuated in 1811, leaving the
Islands without any administration. It also ignores British
claim to the Islands which it
had held since its settlement at
Port Egmont was established
in 1765.”
She also argued that the British did not forcibly expel the
Argentine population in the
Islands in 1833 and in fact the
military garrison was returned
to Argentina but the civilian
population of 32 was invited
to stay.
She noted that although Argentina argues that Islanders
have no right to self-determination as they are a transient
and transplanted population,
‘This is not true. We have
eighth and ninth generation
born Falkland Islanders whose
ancestors settled the land decades before Patagonia, in the
far South of Argentina and
Chile, were occupied by European settlers. Today we are a
nation of immigrants from all
over the world, much like any
other economically successful
territory...”
Councillor Robertson stated,
“It is our profound wish that

Argentina recognize that we
can no more negotiate on our
sovereignty than a person can
negotiate away their fundamental rights and freedoms,
and that it realizes that their
argument is indeed not with
the United Kingdom in the
UN, but with us, the people of
the Falkland Islands, who are
exercising our right to self-determination.
She added, “It is our profound wish to have a normal
and neighbourly relationship
with Argentina so that the
ghosts of 26 years ago can be
laid to rest for ever.”
Leading the Falklands delegation Councillor Richard
Stevens presented the Falklands as a, “....modern, stable
and distinct country.”
He said, “From the nineteen
eighties to the present day we
have had a slow but constant
Áow of immigrants joining our
community from a variety of
countries including 30 whose
birthplace is Argentina. Today
we boast the greatest number
ever of native Falkland Islanders but also people living in
our community from over 60
different countries. Is this any
different from any other new
world countries?”
He highlighted the Falklands
healthy economy saying, “We
don’t have any borrowing and
we have resources which are

2 1¼2 times the annual operating expenditure which demonstrates a strong and well managed economy.”
Councillor Stevens also commented, “We are proud... to
boast one of the best managed
Àsheries in the world,” adding,
“...a coordinated approach
could bring better control to
the high seas which is part of
the SW Atlantic Àsheries.”
He spoke of the Islands modern health and social services,
modern telecommunications,
adding, “...most people live
in houses that have modern
conveniences with some properties using cutting edge technology like solar energy.”
Speaking politically, he said,
“We continue to improve our
democratic processes developing a system where local politicians drive policies and are
accountable for their actions
to the electorate.”
He explained, “It is worth
noting however, that the new
constitution, that is nearing
completion, will make the
Governor bound to the advice
of Executive Council in internal matter, unless there are
very good governance grounds
not to...”
“How different this is to the
Àrst councils of the Falklands
that were made up from members nominated by the crown
in 1843.” Photo: Cllrs OfÀce

“It is our profound wish that Argentina recognize
that we can no more negotiate on our sovereignty
than a person can negotiate away their fundamental rights and freedoms..” Cllr. Janet Robertson
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News

Scholarships

FOLLOWING meetings in
April, the Shackleton Scholarship Committee has announced
three academic awards for
2008. They all have an environmental theme.
Dr Claire Goodwin of the Zoology Department of the National Museums of Northern
Ireland was awarded the sum
of £2,600 to pay for a visit to
the Falkland Islands to study
sponges in co–operation with
the Shallow Marine Surveys
Group led by Dr Paul Brickle.
Dr Goodwin will also train
local biologists in identifying Falklands sponges. This is
believed to be the Àrst serious
study of the sponges in Falklands waters.
Also visiting the Islands
is Dr David Pugh, a British
oceanographer and coast line
expert, who will be coming
with a team from the Proudman Laboratory to study the
tide gauge installed at Port
Louis by Sir James Clark Ross
in 1842. He has been granted
£2,000. The team will produce
an assessment of the role of
sea–level changes in modifying
the Falklands coast and, when
combined with predictions of
global sea–level changes, this
will indicate ways in which
coastal evolution in the Islands
is likely to continue.
Dr Maud Poisbleau, a French
scholar working in Germany,
was awarded £1,500 to cover
the costs of a visit to the International Behavioural Ecology
Congress at Cornell University, New York State in August
2008. Dr Poisbleau studied on
New Island in 2006–7 and will
be able to report on the current
state of Rockhopper Penguin
colonies on the Falkland Islands.
The Shackleton Scholarship
was set up in memory of Sir
Ernest Shackleton (above) and
Lord Edward Shackleton.
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British legion ‘Falklands’ wreath laid in Auckland
A BRITISH legion poppy
wreath carried to the Falklands on the QE2 in February
was instead laid at a War Memorial in Auckland, New Zealand when the QE2 was unable
to land in the Falklands due to
bad weather.
Passenger on the QE2 farewell full world cruise, Mary
AgraÀotou, who is also a
Falklands Association Member, told the FIA Newsletter,
“One of the thrilling intentions
was to visit the Islands pay respect for the commemoration
of the 25th anniversary of the
ConÁict and the Ànal victory
of the British troops. But unfortunately I wasn’t lucky, not
even this time (Mary was also
on board the QE2 in November 2003 when the QE2 was
unable to land)
“The weather on both occasions had been so bad and the
sea so very rough that it made
it impossible for the QE2 to
anchor so that passengers
could visit the island. It was
very disappointing for both
sides, the passengers and the
Islanders.
“It was only in January 1993
when the QE2 paid her Àrst
visit to Port Stanley that she
anchored. Aircraft and helicopters were hovering over...
“Sir Rex Hunt, the Royal
Navy Captain and the then
Cunard Captain, who helped

to take the ship to South Georgia were on board.
“There was so much Britishness with lectures etc. The
weather was gorgeous, the
cruise and the visit to Stanley
superb.
“It was then, I think when Sir
Rex Hunt asked if I wanted to
become a member of the Falklands Association and I accepted it with pleasure.”
Although unable to witness
the laying of the poppy wreath
earlier this year, Mary was de-

FIA’s Ted is made Vice-President
FOLLOWING Ted Clapp’s
retirement at last December’s
AGM, after 17 years service
on the Executive Committee
as Hon Treasurer and, more
recently, Membership Secretary as well, he was elected to
serve as an ordinary member
of the Committee.
However, that situation was
not allowed to last and at the
meeting of the Committee on
April 23, 2008 Ted Clapp was
unanimously appointed a VicePresident of the Association.
The FIA is assured that despite his new appointment he
will not be taking things easy
and he has already become
involved in a review of membership, a task that he had not
had time for as Treasurer and
which he feels will be of assistance to the new Hon Treasurer and Membership Secre-

tary, Michael Poole.
Above: Former FIA Hon
Treasurer and Membership
Secretary Ted Clapp (pictured
with with his wife Jean) has
been made a Vice-President
of the Falkland Islands Association.

lighted, along with other QE2
passengers to disembark in
Auckland where the wreath
was laid outside the maritime
War Museum.
The ship’s OfÀcer John Davies, who was on board the QE2
when it travelled to the Falklands as part of the 1982 Task
Force, and who was on board
the ship in February, was chosen to lay the wreath.
Above: Mary with Crew
Housekeeper John Davies
and the poppy wreath.

Constitution
FULL agreement has been
reached between the Falkland
Islands Legislative Council
Select Committee on the Constitution and the Foreign and
Commonwealth OfÀce, on the
content of the new Falklands
draft Constitution.
Speaking to the Falkland
Islands Government Annual
Reception on June 10, 2008,
Councillor Mike Summers
said. “This provides for some
important new developments
in the human rights chapter,
most particularly to enshrine
in the body of the Constitution
the right to self determination
for non-self governing territories in accordance with the
Charter of the United Nations.
The new Constitution should
be effective from January 1
2009.

News - foreign politics

Elegant rebuttal at LSE
A LECTURE hall at the London School of Economics was
the scene of an elegant demolition of the Argentine historical
claim to the Falklands on the
evening of Tuesday, May 13.
Two independent scholars,
Dr Graham Pascoe and Mr
Peter Pepper examined claims
made at an earlier meeting,
also in the LSE, sponsored by
the Argentine Embassy in London last December and refuted
them with material drawn
from the British, Argentine
and Falklands archives.
Explaining that they did not
represent any government or
party to the dispute, Pascoe
and Pepper considered various
claims made at the December meeting and in an Argentine pamphlet Islas Malvinas
widely distributed to schoolchildren 2007.
In particular, they refuted the
claim that Britain had expelled
an Argentine population in
1833, proving with extracts

from the orders to Captain Onslow, who re–asserted British
control, and from his reports,
that on the contrary he had
done his best to keep the handful of settlers at Port Louis,
and that only two gauchos and
their wives had left with the
26 members of the Argentine
garrison.
They then pointed out that
following the general peace
treaty between Britain and
Argentina, known as the Conveention of Settlement, which
was ratiÀed in 1850, Argentina
had accepted the British presence in the Falklands without the slightest protest 1884
and an Argentine ofÀcial map
of 1882 clearly marked the
Malvinas as non–Argentine.
After a brief attempt to revive
the claim in 1884, Argentina
failed to pursue the dispute
and it was only during World
War II that the activities of
private lobbying groups were
taken up by the government of

General Peron.
During questions afterwards
the listeners were not disposed
to challenge the case put by
Pascoe and Pepper, but one
questioner asked whether Argentine historians would accept their arguments.
The two speakers pointed out
that very few Argentine historians had actually studied the
original documents. Their story was generally passed down
uncritically, although there
were now a few dissenters.
The lecture was backed up
with a forty page illustrated
booklet examining the evidence in greater detail and
the case will be made in full
when the lecturers’ book The
Falklands Saga is published
in 2009.
www.falklandshistory.org for
more information on the subject.
Photograph: Pascoe/Pepper
paper.

Argentine Claim Clashes with Vatican
By Simon Arthur
ARGENTINA’S claim to the
Falklands has clashed with
Vatican plans. According
to the Argentine newspaper
Clarin, a new Catholic diocese
proposed for the Argentine
Province of Tierra del Fuego,
which the Argentine Government wanted to include the
Falklands, will not now go
ahead.
Tierra de Fuego, on the mainland opposite the Falklands,
was made into a province
in 1990, long after the 1982
Falklands War.
Its provincial constitution
claims the Falklands, Britain’s
other South Atlantic Islands,
and much of Antarctica. So
the Argentine Government
was particularly keen that the
proposed new diocese for the
province should include the
Falklands.
But the Falklands have been
a separate Apostolic Prefecture
since 1952 under the control of
the Vatican, and not the Catholic Church in either Argentina,
or Britain - and the Vatican did
not want this to change.
Faced with this impasse, the

Catholic Church has apparently dropped the plan for the
new diocese altogether. Ironically, if it had been formed, the

new diocese would have been
centred on the provincial capital Ushuaia - a town founded
by British missionaries operating out of the Falklands in the
19th Century.
Catholics in the Falklands
are led by Monsignor Michael
McPartland, a priest with
an unusual background. For
many years he served in Britain’s Armed Forces and had
three children until the tragic
death of his wife. He took
Holy Orders after his children
had grown up and left home.
Photo: Ushuaia would have
been new diocese.

Argentine misuse
of Catholic faith

By Simon Arthur
ARGENTINA has a rather
unfortunate history of trying
to use the Catholic faith
to support its claim to the
Falklands.
The invasion of the Falklands
in 1982 was called Operación
Rosario or in English,
Operation Rosary to give it
religious signiÀcance.
Argentina has been reminded
of this by a book published
in 2005 by the Instituto de
Publicaciones Navales del
Centro Naval, and sold at its
bookshop in Buenos Aires.
The book is a novel based
on the Falklands war and
Papal visit to Argentina. It’s
about a Àctional Argentine
ofÀcer wounded in the initial
invasion of the Falklands and
then sent back to Argentina
where he helps guard the Pope
during his visit.
The title of the book is
Operacion Rosario, and its
front cover has been laid out
to make it look as if the Pope
is blessing the invaders and
the war - see image above.

Cardinal to Argentina By Simon Arthur
PAPAL representative and
Vatican Secretary of State,
Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, is
expected to visit both Argentina and Chile in December
this year to commemorate the
30th anniversary of the Vatican intervention that stopped
Argentina’s attack on Chile on
Christmas Eve 1978 over the
Beagle Channel Dispute

Argentina agreed in 1971 to
arbitration over the disputed
islands, Picton (named after
the British General killed at
Waterloo), Lennox and New
Island. The arbitration was
done in the Queen’s name, but
the judges were all from the
World Court, and Argentina
and Chile agreed to each one,
and to accept the result.

But when the decision went
unanimously in Chile’s favour
in 1977, Argentina rejected it,
and began sabre-rattling. In
December 1978, Argentina put
a plan to seize the islands by
force into effect.
A few shots were actually
Àred in the Beagle Channel
area on Christmas Eve 1978!
Continued page 29.
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Feature by Lisa Johnston

20
JUST over twenty years ago
the Falkland Islands Development Corporation invited tenders for what it called ‘Civilian
Fuel Supply, Fisheries Support
Services and Passenger and
Freight Handling Services in
the Falkland Islands’.
From this rather challenging
invitation Stanley Services
Limited (SSL) was born.
Issued from a country still
reeling from the 1982 War but
determined to develop, the
advert found its way to Hogg
Robinson (HR) run Government Freight Agent (GFA)
Managing Director, Peter
Tween (who sadly passed
away recently) and he was
eventually given approval to
respond to the advert.
Like other companies putting
forward their ideas for such a
broad package, HR lacked the
expertise in one area – in their
case it was ‘civilian fuel supply’. The problem was eventually solved however when
BP distributor John Robertson
Chairman of S and JD Robertson Ltd (S & JDR) agreed to
join with HR in the application. In August 1987 Stanley
Services Limited came into
existence.
Exclusivity
Perhaps the most contentious
aspect of the entire contract
was ‘exclusivity’. One reason
why the invitation to tender
had been issued to overseas
companies in the Àrst place
was the palpable need for investment in the new facilities
– investment at a level which
would be very substantial in
Falklands terms.
The tender rehearsed four options for long term fuel supply,
three of which would involve

years of Stanley Services
costly new facilities; the one
that did not was clearly unacceptable and included only to
show that it was. It was made
clear then that such investment
in such a market at such a state
of development could only be
made if there were some prospect of a return and that could
only be the case if FIG granted
the investing company exclusive rights.
Shareholding
The prospect of FIG participation was welcomed and two
suggestions for it put forward,
one of which was subsequently adopted.
The ratio 45% FIG, 30% HR
and 25% S&JDR had two important features. First, unlike
all the Àshing companies being set up at the same time it
did not give majority control
to FIG. Secondly, all progress
would depend on cooperation
between at least two out of the
three shareholders and in any
case each shareholder would
have the right of veto on major
matters.
Price control
The concept of exclusivity
clearly required a balancing
price control mechanism and
the formula for domestic sales
which still endures, was put
forward in the tender to meet
this need. A similar control
for bunker prices was adopted
later.
Early important moments in

SSL existence were in particular the declaration of the Falklands Interim Conservation
and Management Zone, which
made the provision of bunkers
within it a more interesting
prospect and allowed FIG to
take control of its resources
and tap the new source of revenue. Also FIG was able to acquire FIPASS (a Áoating port
facility) from the Ministry of
Defence. This was of signiÀcance to the embryo SSL because of the need to invest in
new facilities, the location of
which would require access by
sea.
On a company level early
decisions involved utilising
the old YPF (Argentine fuel
depot) site to dispense fuel
sourced from MoD and acquiring a land-train in order to
deliver fuel.
In terms of setting up its own
supply arrangements Peter
George met for the Àrst time
in June 1987 A C (Thanassis)
Laskaridis of the Lavinia Corporation. Eventually a contract
was agreed with the company
with regard to exclusive rights
and responsibilities in respect
of bunkers which had been
given to it by the August 1987
Agreement with FIG.
HR’s Tom Swales arrived
in September the same year
tasked with sourcing local
manpower.
New fuel arrangements splut-

tered into life in 1988 and in
1989 Islander Robert Rowlands took up the task of Deputy to Tom Swales
In March 1993 the old YPF
site was closed up and new
premises (built by Gordon
Forbes Ltd.) at the back of
Stanley were opened to the
public by HE the Governor Mr
David Tatham.
Since that time the Islands
have beneÀted from a number
of additions to the company
including Falkland Island
Holidays, and Stanley Services establishing the dealership
of Mitsubishi which is now a
well-established vehicle in the
Islands.
In 2004 the company bought
Malvina House Hotel.
In 2005 came shareholding
changes, with Lavinia buying 25% of SSL (with FIG
and S&JDR reverting to 45%
and 30% respectively). At the
same time, a new Falklands
company was established
called Stanley Bunkering Ltd.
a joint venture between Lavinia and SSL.
At Àrst the SSL involvement
would be limited to 5% but it
would be able to progress to
35% over a period of years if
it wished to do so.
Info: Twenty Years of Stanley
Services by Peter George.
Photos: Above Left: Director
Tom Swales, General Manager and Director Robert Rowlands and JDM Robertson
Chairman of S&SJD Robertson Group and SSL Director.
(Photo: PN) Above: Stanley
Services Owned Malvina
House Hotel on Ross Road.
Left: Stanley Services service
station.
(Photos: SeAled PR)
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Feature by Lisa Johnston

FIDC’s big birthday
Falkland Islands Development Corporation celebrates 25 years
TWENTY-FIVE years ago the
Falkland Islands Development
Corporation was created in the
face of a predicted economic
disintegration of the small
British colony.
Today the Islands are a thriving overseas territory almost
wholly economically self sufÀcient
In the Falkland Islands Economic study of 1982, chaired
by the Rt. Hon. Lord Shackleton, the authors wrote, “The
internal economy of the Islands is in grave danger of collapsing in the next Àve years
or so without continued support and/or development.”
The decline in wool prices
had lead to a 25% drop in
gross domestic product and
depopulation was accelerating
as Islanders sought opportunities overseas.
Within Lord Shackleton’s
document he recommended
the creation of a Falkland Islands Development Agency
to be funded by the Overseas
Development Agency.
This, he said, should have the
broad remit of increasing the
range of employment opportunities through diversiÀcation.
It should also boost population
through selective immigration
and increase the long-term capacity of the Falkland Islands
to develop with the eventual
aim of self-sufÀciency.
The improvement of community facilities should also
be an important objective.
By the end of May 1983 the
ordinance was in place, and
the Falkland Islands Development Corporation was up and
running one year later.
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Agriculture
One of the Àrst moves by
the Development Corporation
was to undertake the administration of the Government’s
land reform policy that aimed
to purchase large swathes of
land from the many absentee
owners, subdivide it and make
it available to residents of the
Islands and appropriate nonresidents.
FIDC has continued its support of agricultural development (in particular through
exploring ways to add value
to wool, port development
and rural energy) and diversiÀcation projects to this day,
through a variety of schemes
involving direct grants, or opportunities for farmers to learn
new skills relevant to their
business.
The Fishery
With the implementation of
a 200-mile conservation zone
around the Falkland Islands
in 1986, the sale of Àshing licenses offered the opportunity
of a highly lucrative source of
income.
FIDC was heavily involved
in the commercial development of the Àshery from its
inception, including involvement with a number of joint
venture companies, some of
which were not successful.
The winding up of Stanley
Fisheries as it was known, in
1989, marked the end of direct
involvement in the Àshery and
thereafter FIDC remained involved in advising local businesses in their joint ventures
and in providing policy advice
on long term licensing.
Tourism
The development of tourism

was another key objective and in 1985 Falkland
Islands Tourism was created as a subsidiary of
FIDC in order to select
‘centres’ such as Sealion Island, Port Howard
and Pebble Island based
on their tourism potential, as well as marketing Falklands tourism
in general. The original
‘centres’ still boast successfully run lodges, while many
smaller farms offer excellent
self-catering facilities.
Falkland Islands Tourism,
now the Falkland Islands
Tourist Board, apart from continuing to support land-based
tourism, continues to work
to develop the fast growing
cruise ship tourism industry.
The Falklands are generally
included as part of a larger
cruise itinerary, which may
incorporate such famous destinations as South Georgia, the
Antarctic Peninsula and selected South American ports.
New business
Around the same time that
Falkland Islands Tourism was
set up, the Enterprise Grant
Scheme was conceived offering assistance to anyone wishing to start up a new business
which would offer a much
needed local service. The
company Bonner’s Haulage,
is one of a number of successful businesses that continue
today, born of the scheme.
The hydroponics market garden at the East End of Stanley,
an early fully Ànanced FIDC
project, still provides a valuable service to residents of the
Islands as does the rapidly developing dairy farm based just

outside of Stanley.
Also supporting the community’s needs is the Falkland Islands Meat Company (a modern abattoir facility).
An FIDC project, the Manager of the Meat Company
still reports to the Corporation,
however, the Board is now almost entirely made up of local
farmers.
Perhaps FIDC’s most exciting new project is the government funded aquaculture
project based to the west of
Stanley. There the team are
investigating the potential development for rag worm farming, recreational Àshing bait,
sea trout and Falklands Zebra
trout farming.
Over the years, just as Lord
Shackleton intended, FIDC’s
contribution has evolved and
indeed diminished in line with
the growth of the Islands economy.
However, the corporation
will, as a former General Manager put it, “...continue to have
an important role in focusing
on the strategic issues that
have a major impact on the entire economy of the Falkland
Islands.”
Top: Zebra Trout (Photo:
FIDC) Top right: Industrial
Estate (Photo: SeAled PR).

Feature by Merle Christie

The Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn
THE 25th Anniversary of the
Liberation of the Falkland Islands in the Falklands War of
1982 was celebrated in the
Falkland Islands and the UK
last year, Falkland Islands
supporters in the UK, and the
Falkland Islands Government
Representative (whose presence in London was made possible by that War) would both
like to express their very great
appreciation for the support
they have received from the
Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn for thirty Àve years
or more.
The connection began in the
early 1970s when Committee
meetings were held in the Inn.
On July 10, 1974 ‘by kind
permission of the Treasurer
of Lincoln’s Inn’ the United
Kingdom Falkland Islands
Committee gave a reception
in the Old Hall entitled ‘Falk-

lands Day’.
Lord
Mountbatten
was
present and the Royal Marines
and Pipers from the Scots
Guards beat Retreat.
Legend has it that by chance
the Argentine Ambassador
was dining with the Benchers
that evening.
In due course the sound of
the pipes caught his attention
and he was invited out to the
terrace, where he found Lord
Mountbatten taking the salute
and the Falklands Standard
being paraded.
He complained strongly to
the Foreign OfÀce, who in
those days were somewhat
more sympathetic.
Since 1974 the FIA has held
a reception every year in Lincoln’s Inn (since 1983 it has
been held jointly with the
Falkland Islands Government
OfÀce, who do much of the

organisation).
In addition to the annual reception the FIA has held small
receptions, meetings, occasionally memorial services for
Falkland Islanders, and committee meetings there. Since
the Falkland Islands Association closed its small ofÀce
three years ago, we have held
many committee meetings in
Lincoln’s Inn.
When the Benchers Memorial Service for Bill Christie was
held in the chapel in 1997, an
identical service was held simultaneously in the Cathedral
in Stanley at the request of the
Falkland Islands Government,
and in co-ordination with and
assistance of the Preacher.
We would like to express

our especial thanks to the Under-Treasurer (and indeed his
predecessors who were unfailingly helpful).
We would also like to thank
the Treasury OfÀce and the
Catering Department, (especially Mr Tomashchek) and
indeed all the staff - they are
courteous and helpful even
when our committee meetings
run over time in the evenings.
We are always made to feel
welcome in Lincoln’s Inn.
Photographs: Top and bottom: Images printed by kind
permission of the Honourable Society of Lincoln’s Inn.
Below: Falklands Standard
at ‘Beating the Retreat’ Lincoln’s Inn 1974.

...very great appreciation for the support
they have received from the Honourable
Society of Lincoln’s Inn for thirty Àve
years or more.
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Feature by Harold Briley

Falklands Government annual reception in London:
THE Falkland Islands’ economy is Áourishing and its future promises even greater potential.
This was the encouraging assessment given by Falklands
Councillor Mike Summers at the Falklands Government
annual reception in London marking the anniversary of
liberation from the 1982 Argentine invasion and restoration of democracy
The reception was attended by hundreds of Falklands’
supporters led by Baroness Margaret Thatcher, Prime
Minister in 1982, who chatted with many guests. These
included members of the Task Force, politicians, former
diplomats, and many Falklands Islanders, some who lived
through the invasion and others from a new generation
then not born.
They applauded Councillor Summers when he declared
they had come together, “...in common cause to support
the people of the Falkland Islands to achieve their legitimate goals of freedom and self-determination.”
He announced agreement on a new constitution to be introduced next year enshrining the right to self-determination for non self-governing territories in accordance with
the United Nations Charter.
Baroness Thatcher listened intently as Councillor Summers reiterated Falkland Islanders’ gratitude to her government and for the professionalism and efÀciency of the
British armed forces in restoring the rule of law and democracy. And, he said, they honoured those who paid the
ultimate price for freedom.
Summers said the Falklands have demonstrated how they
have moved on in the last 25 years from a failing economy
to a self-conÀdent society, economically self-sufÀcient in
all but defence. “We will continue to drive forward with
energy and commitment to develop our industries and our
community with even more success.” Fishing, tourism
and agriculture all continue to prosper. Renewed drilling
for offshore oil is planned for next year.
“Discovery of our own oil would do no harm,” he remarked.
Aggressive and DifÀcult Argentina
He castigated Argentina as “...an aggressive and difÀcult
neighbour,” for their restrictions on travel to and from the
Islands which are a constraint on development. He called
for better air services with the United Kingdom, so that
the Falklands would be less exposed to Argentine restrictions.
On the 25th anniversary of the Falklands Government
OfÀce in London, he paid tribute to the Falkland Islands
Representative, Sukey Cameron and her staff, in strengthening contacts, along with the Falkland Islands Association.
He congratulated the Association’s President, former
Governor, David Tatham, on his forthcoming publication
of the The Dictionary of Falklands Biography and also
two British researchers, Graham Pascoe and Peter Pepper, on a major academic work which dispels some of the
myths on early Falklands’ settlement which the Argentines
erroneously quote in their sovereignty campaign.
This new exhaustive research has been made available to
the United Nations in advance of its annual Falklands sovereignty debate by its Decolonisation Committee of 24.
Mr Tatham read out an exchange of greetings with the
Queen, and the band of the Coldstream Guards added colour to the occasion with a ceremonial march past.
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Above: Reception gathers for Beating the Retreat.
Below: Beating the Retreat in the grounds of Lincoln’s
Inn.
Page right: Clockwise from top left: Sukey Cameron
and Falkland Islands Government Of¿ce staff greet
Lady Thatcher.
Lady Thatcher with veteran journalist Harold Briley.
Cllr Mike Summers with Simon and Julia Hopkins.
Richard Ralph and the Hon Alexandra Shackleton.
Lady Thatcher with Sukey Cameron.
Former Director of Education Sylvia Cole and daughter Catherine Riches.
Saul Pitaluga, Alison King and Nina Ashton.

Photographs by Peter Pepper

Falkland’ economy promises ‘even greater potential’
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Feature by Andrew Rosindell MP

UK Parliamentary support remains strong
The Secretary, All Party Parliamentary Falkland Islands Group, writes of the importance of the Falklands to UK
THE battle to liberate the people of the Falkland Islands
from the illegal invasion by
Argentina in 1982, can certainly be considered a major
watershed in modern British
history.
If U.S. statesman Dean Acheson’s renowned post-war comment that Britain had “lost an
empire, but had not yet found
a role” appeared an increasingly acute observation as
British governments struggled
with the problems of apparent
economic and military decline
through the 1960s and 1970s,
then the successful effort to
liberate the Falkland Islands
was a striking statement of renewed British conÀdence and
assertiveness, one which, as I
noted in my last article for this
newsletter, has had an enduring impact on my own politics
and interests as a Member of
Parliament.
In the House of Commons
in June of last year, I quoted
Lady Thatcher’s own words
to articulate this feeling: “The
members of our Task Force
restored our nation’s standing,
and they gave us back our nation’s sense of pride and purpose. We remember them. We
salute them.”
It is with great pride that I
have continued to serve as
the Secretary for the United
Kingdom Falkland Islands All
Party Parliamentary Group
(U.K.-Falklands A.P.P.G.), under the esteemed chairmanship
of my friend and colleague,
Sir Nicholas Winterton M.P.
The group continues to act
as a platform for both formal
and informal discussions between political representatives
and Members of both Houses
of Parliament on all matters
relating to the Islands, from
defence, security and trade, to
tourism, the environment and
the spectacular wildlife.
My interest in and support
for the Falkland Islands, remains steadfast.
Last year’s magniÀcent
twenty-Àfth anniversary commemorations, reminded us
all of the sacriÀces that were
made by Her Majesty’s Forces a quarter of a century ago
and I was proud to have been
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“committed to
maintaining
these precious
links between
our peoples
and legislatures
across the 8,000
miles of ocean.”
Andrew Rosindell MP.

present for many of the special
events organised in London to
mark the occasion.
One feature about the Islands
which has stuck in my memory, ever since my Àrst visit to
the South Atlantic in 1989 is
the spectacular wildlife, from
the world’s largest breeding
population of black-browed
albatross, to the colonies of
Gentoo and Rockhopper penguins. In my role as the Conservative Party’s spokesman
on Animal Welfare, I am ever
mindful of the importance of
wildlife and conservation, not
only within the British Isles,
but also throughout the United
Kingdom’s Overseas Territories. Indeed, with this in mind,
I drew attention in the House
of Commons in June 2007 to
the Falklands Conservation
project to establish a wildlife
centre at Stanley, an initiative
which I argued could deliver
lasting beneÀt to the islanders, by providing a permanent
home for Falklands Conservation and by helping to encourage and capitalise on the
Islands’ growing tourist industry, one which is increasingly drawing travellers from
numerous parts of the globe to
come and admire the Islands’
natural beauty and wildlife.
I also urged the government to support attempts by
Falkland conservationists to
protect Island populations of
birds, such as the Rockhop-

per penguin which have dramatically declined in numbers
from a century ago.
As I have written and stated
in articles and speeches on
many occasions in the past, the
pride that the Falkland Islanders evidently take as British
Subjects, their loyalty to the
Crown and their determination
to keep the Union Flag Áying
over the Islands, convinced
me long ago of the immense
value the Falkland Islands and
its people are to Britain and
of the United Kingdom’s continuing duty to preserve their
rights and freedoms.
The U.K.-Falklands A.P.P.G.,
will always work to retain
close relations with the Islanders and also their Legislative
Council, co-operating with the
Falkland Islands Government
OfÀce in London and maintain
an appreciable and up-to-date
knowledge of the Islands, to
help to ensure their future security, all of which are essential aims of our group.
Since I last wrote, the Falkland Islands A.P.P.G. has
continued its work with enthusiasm. In June last year,
our Chairman, Sir Nicholas
Winterton, paid a visit to the
Islands as our group’s representative at the Falkland’s
Liberation Commemoration
on the twenty-Àfth anniversary of the conÁict.
We were honoured to have
a representative among those

who travelled to observe this
commemoration from the
United Kingdom, including
individuals representing Her
Majesty The Queen, Her Majesty’s Government, Her Majesty’s loyal opposition, Lady
Thatcher’s Cabinet of 1982
and of course, some of those
British veterans of the war
who made the liberation possible, along with representatives
from other British territories,
such as the Cayman Islands
and the States of Jersey, who
also never wavered in their
support for the cause of the
Falkland Islanders during the
conÁict.
Sir Nicholas and Lady Winterton’s presence at the twenty-Àfth anniversary ceremonies on the Falklands, were a
demonstration of our continued commitment to the Islands
and the Islanders.
It was also an honour for me
personally to lay a wreath at
last December’s Battle Day
commemoration at the Cenotaph in London. This year,
Battle Day was also attended
by The Rt. Hon. Baroness
Thatcher, someone that all
British people, both here in the
UK and Falkland Islands owe
so much, for her courageous
leadership and determination
to defend the interests of our
nation throughout her time as
Prime Minster.
Myself and all Members of
the House of Commons and
House of Lords who are members of the U.K.-Falklands
A.P.P.G. remain committed
to maintaining these precious
links between our peoples and
legislatures across the 8,000
miles of ocean.
I will continue to strive to
bring my parliamentary colleagues of all parties to a
greater understanding of the
Falkland Islands and hope that
the continuing work of the
U.K.-Falklands A.P.P.G. can
emphasise the importance of
the Islands to Britain. Members of the Falkland Islands
Association can be assured
that U.K. Parliamentary support for the Falkland Islands
remain stronger than ever.
Photo: Andrew Rosindell
from www.rosindell.com

Feature by Merle Christie

Remembering a Falklands friend
Merle Christie describes the support given to a post-war Falklands by the late Alan Joyce.
IN April 1982 Alan Joyce,
Senior Biology Master at Golspie High School in the Highlands of Scotland, encouraged
his pupils to start a fund to
restock the library in Stanley
Senior School with specialist
natural history books as soon
as the Falkland Islands had
been re-taken.
The fund raising was partly
achieved by way of sponsored
knitting of balaclavas and
socks for servicemen then in
the Falkland Islands.
The pupils raised £1,300 and
suitable books were chosen
with great care and dispatched
as early as possible after the
end of the war.
The school went on to raise
another £2000 for a very specialised microscope, which
was delivered to the Falkland
Islands by SS Uganda in December 1983.
This was inscribed with the
name of Guardsman Jim Reynolds, DCM, killed in action
June 14, 1982. Jim Reynolds
had been brought up in an orphanage.
On June 1, 1984, Mr Joyce
organised a service of dedication for a cairn built in Jim’s
memory; this cairn had been
built by former Lieutenant
Alistair Bruce, Scots Guards:
Jim Reynolds had been his
orderly: an article describing
this service which Mr Joyce
wrote for the FIA Newsletter
is reprinted in this edition.
Finally the funds for the purchase of a stereoscopic microscope were raised and this was
sent to Stanley Senior School
in 1985.
This was inscribed with the
name of Guardsman David
Malcolmson, who was carrying the other end of the stretcher bearing a wounded man
when all three Scots Guardsmen were killed, within hours
of the ceaseÀre.
The Service
‘IT was a cool afternoon with
mist over the mountains such
as one often gets at the end of
a long heat wave in this part of
Scotland.
Ben Hee was obscured, while
the vast long expanse of Loch
Shin was steely grey in colour.
Birch trees on the loch shore
and beside the burn running

down the loch were in full
leaf. All was silent except for
a lone curlew.
Down a rough track came a
group of laughing chattering
schoolgirls. They fell strangely silent as they walked across
the heather and lined up on
either side of a simple stone
cairn whose cement work was
barely a year old. Their eyes
fell on the board beside the
cairn: Guardsman J B C Reynolds DCM... in a confused
situation took command... silenced snipers himself... aided his wounded colleague...
killed by enemy mortar Àre...
So they took in the story of a
very young gallant soldier.
One young lassie gave out
the order of service and hymn
sheets carefully held together
inside brightly coloured Falkland Islands folders. Some
adults appeared down the same
track and then two clergymen
who were also given service
sheets by a diminutive lassie
in a kilt.
Soon a small congregation
was gathered in front of the
cairn; lairds, Lord, keepers and
shepherds’ wives and children,
all brought together and humbled by the serene solemnity
of the truly beautiful country
that stretches mile after mile
to the Atlantic.
In the distance the strains
of pipe music could be heard
and, very soon, a pipe band
came into view, kilts swinging,
pipes playing. They swung off
the track and across the rough
moorland to the cairn.

The Falklands Card
The hymn Amazing Grace
accompanied by a lassie on
the pipes, played with great
feeling, opened the service. A
reading, a prayer and a short
address were followed by
the dedication prayer. Then
from among the congregation stepped two kilted lassies
bearing a lovely wreath from
which hung a card. It was no
ordinary card. Carefully and
meticulously drawn, it was at
the end of an incredible 8,000
mile journey: Airbridge by
Hercules then jet, then train,
Ànally by hand to its designation, this cairn. The penguin
emblem of the Falkland Islands schools stood out clear
and simple amongst the Áowers of the wreath.
The wreath was placed carefully on the cairn, and, as
the lassies stepped back and
bowed their heads for the
minute’s silence, so the breeze
opened and held open this
much travelled card for all to
read: In memory of Guardsman Jim Reynolds DCM.
Killed in action on June 14,
1982, from Staff and Pupils of
Stanley Senior School.
After the minute’s silence,
during which the lonely call of
the curlew was heard far above
on the hill, the lone piper
played the lament. Choir and
congregation accompanied by
a trumpet and drums, sang the
National Anthem.
Crags of Tumbledown
A simple, touching and truly
moving service came to an

end. No cathedral could have
bettered the setting, no congregation, clerics and music
bettered the devotions and solemnity of the occasion.
The choir fell in behind the
pipe band and, to the strains
of the Crags of Tumbledown,
those children marched away
across the hill, carrying with
them the memory of an occasion that will be with them for
the rest of their lives.
So the blessing of the Church
had been put on a piece of
Scottish history and a memorial to an outstanding Scottish
soldier.
To give and not to
count the cost
As we all drove home to the
far corners of this wonderful
county, we had taken into our
hearts the memory of the valour of a young man, orphaned
in life, but in death, cherished,
admired and loved by us all.
As the haunting refrains of the
pipe music kept going through
our heads, so did the Minister’s prayer.
Teach us good Lord, to serve
Thee as Thou deservest; to
give and not to count the cost:
to Àght and not to heed the
wounds; to toil and not to seek
for rest; to labour and not to
ask for any reward, save that
of knowing that we do Thy
Will, through Jesus Christ Our
Lord.’
Article: Alan Joyce (1984)
Photos: Top Left: Alan
Joyce and pupils. Top Right:
Guardsman Reynolds DCM.
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Parades and Services

Blue skies bless
winter memories
Liberation Day Parade - 14 June 2008
FALKLAND Islanders and British Forces, as every year, together marked the anniversary of the liberation of the Islands
on June 14.
A thanksgiving service was held at
Christ Church Cathedral attended by HE
the Governor and the Commander British
Forces with representatives of the Royal
Navy, the Army, the RAF, the Falkland Islands Defence Force and members of the
Merchant Navy and Youth Groups as well
as members of the public.
Veterans from 1982, including local
residents and a small contingent from the
UK were present.
At 11am a well-attended ceremony
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was held at the Liberation Monument on
Stanley sea front. After prayers a wreath
was laid by members of Legislative
Council, the Commander British Forces
and representatives of the Armed Services, veteran associations and by relatives
and others.
A civic reception, hosted by the Falklands Government, was held at the Town
Hall after the ceremony.
Photos: Above: The Áag Áies above the
Liberation Monument. Inset: FIG’s
Councillor Richard Cockwell lays a
wreath. Below: Islanders and British
Forces at the Monument ceremony. Photos: Penguin News.

Above and below: Members of
the Falklands volunteer force,
the Falkland Islands Defence
Force: Major Peter Biggs, Veteran Member Les Biggs and Colour
Sergeant Paul Watson.

Parades and Services

A toast to Her Majesty

DETACHMENTS from the Navy, Army and Royal Air
Force paraded alongside the Falkland Islands Defence
Force volunteers in celebration of the Queen’s Birthday
in April.
A twenty-one gun salute was given from Victory Green
before an impressive Áy past was undertaken by aircraft
from the Royal Air Force.
Top: 21 gun salute. Above: The Governor leaves the parade. Right: British forces march on Ross Road. Below:
HE the Governor meets the Guides. Below right: Falklands cadets. Photos: Penguin News.
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Sport

Victory for Falkland Islands riÀe team at Bisley
THE Falkland Islands RiÁe
Association Bisley team returned from the UK triumphant in July with two victories to celebrate
This year the Junior Kolapore
Cup and the Nobel Cup were
both held aloft by the Falklands team.
Seasoned marksmen Ken
Aldridge, Christian Berntsen
and Derek Goodwin were accompanied by 18 year old
Mark Dodd who is thought to
be the youngest shooter to represent the Islands at Bisley’s
most prestigious meeting.
Mark’s participation was
supported by the Shackleton
Scholarship Fund.
Ken and Christian each
earned medals and bars in
other competitions shooting
over ranges from 300 to 1000
yards - six for Ken and four for
Christian.
Ken commented, “The team
owe a big thanks to coach Eddie Bryce, without him we
wouldn’t have done half so
well.”
The Imperial Meeting is held
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by the National RiÁe Association with this year marking the
139th occasion the competitions have been held since the
Àrst at Wimbledon.
The series included competi-

tions for Service RiÁe, Civilian Service RiÁe, Cadets, Historic Arms, Schools, Gallery
RiÁe and Pistol, match RiÁe
and Target RiÁe.
Despite howling head winds

in the early part of the event
the Falklands team battled the
elements to convincingly win
the Junior Kolapore Cup with
a total score of 573.42 and
also gained the Nobel Cup,
an award for the team which
achieved the highest aggregate
score in the Junior Overseas,
Junior MacKinnon and Junior
Kolapore Competitions.
Derek Goodwin achieved the
highest score in the Kolapore
Cup with a total of 145.13v
closely followed by Christian
with 145.10v. Ken and Mark
scored 142.10v and 141.9v respectively.
Second team, Holland, wassome way behind with a total
score of 562.37v. Prairie Canada was third and Normandy
fourth.
Photo: Front row: Ken
Aldridge, Mark Dodd and
coach Eddie Bryce with the
Junior Kolapore Cup. Back
row: Derek Goodwin and
Christian Berntsen. Photographs provided by: Ken
Aldridge.

International runners turn up for most southerly marathon

Sports youths to India

A BRITISH Forces runner
took on Islanders and Argentines to claim Àrst place in the
most Southerly marathon in
the world, held in March.
After running almost the
entire course of the Standard
Chartered Bank Marathon side
by side with three-times winner Hugh Marsden, Simon Almond made a break in the Ànal
mile, crossing the Ànish line in
a new marathon record of two
hours, 55 minutes and 46 seconds.
One minute and thirteen
seconds later Marsden had to
settle for second place with
Argentine runner Marcelo De
Bernadis, third.
De Bernadis was one of a
small group of international
runners that travelled to the
Islands just to take part in the
race.
One hundred and sixty Àve
runners turned up for the 26
mile race which was blessed
with beautiful weather and
only a slight cool breeze.
Thirty four individuals ran
the entire distance while the
rest ran in a team relay event.
A local team, the Falkland Is-

FIVE Falklands youths will
attend the Pune, India, Commonwealth Youth Games in
October. Leading the team
will be Steve Dent, Vice Chair
of FIOGA, his second Commonwealth Youth Games as
Team Manager.
Bono McKay will comprise
the shotgun team with Murray
Middleton shooting pistol.
Julian Barton, Aidan Smith
and Drew Robertson make
up the badminton team. The
youths will be accompanied
by Nevin Middleton, Beth
Reid and Mark Gold.
Steve Dent said, “The Falklands Overseas Games Association wishes the team the best
of luck... The FIOGA would
like to thank the Falkland Islands Company, Caribbean
and Sun Alliance and Falkland
Islands Holdings as well as the
Commonwealth Games Federation and the Delhi 2010 Organising Committee for their
generous Ànancial support of
the team so far.
The third Commonwealth
Youth Games will be held in
Pune from the 12th to 18th
October 2008.

lands Defence Force (A) were
the fastest in the relay with
second and third places taken
by British Forces teams.
Chief Executive of Standard
Chartered Bank, Rino ‘Donny’
Donosepoetro, said the bank
was proud to have staged the
fourth Stanley Marathon: “I
think the event went very well,
runners and spectators alike
enjoyed it and we couldn’t
have wished for better weather.”
All money raised, was donated to the charity Seeing is
believing - more than £3,200.

First prize was £1,000 with a
second prize of £500 and third
of £250.
The Àrst placed woman,
Amy Cruickshank, also received £1000 while the Àrst
team took home £800.
The whole event was staged
by the staff of Standard Chartered Bank and their families
with help from the Falklands
Conservation Watch Group
who are also sponsored by
Standard Chartered Bank.
Above: L:R Hugh Marsden
and Simon Almond. Photograph: Penguin News.

Fishing

Exciting research by FIG
RESEARCH into a valuable
Falklands resource, ToothÀsh,
is being undertaken by the
Falkland Islands Fisheries Department.
Patagonian ToothÀsh is a
large Àsh which inhabits deep
polar waters in the Southern
Ocean and can attain 220 cm
in length (150kg or 330lb).
They generally live north of
the Antarctic convergence and
are found in the near shelf and
slope waters of South America
and the sub-Antarctic islands.
With their high value Áesh
they are an important commercial Àsh with a set TAC
(Total Allowable Catch) being
caught annually around the
Falkland Islands.
ToothÀsh are a long lived
species and have been reported to survive for up to 35 years
in the Falkland Islands and up
to 53 years at higher latitudes.
Research is being funded by
Consolidated Fisheries Limited and is being undertaken
by Falkland Islands Fisheries
Department into age, growth,
reproduction and migration
routes of toothÀsh. Fish are
being tagged to learn more
about their migration.
Previous tagging experiments have been carried out
around South Georgia, Macquarie and Heard islands using
conventional tags which rely
on the recapture of the Àsh.
As only one longliner operates in Falkland’s waters the
likelihood of retrieving tagged
Àsh is minimal so FIG scientists decided to try a different
approach.
A company called Wildlife
Computers Limited have designed a pop-up tag which
stores the data in the tag’s
memory and attaches into the
body of the Àsh. It records
depth, temperature and time.
After a preset time (6 months)
or if the Àsh dies or goes below 1800m the tag releases
itself from the Àsh and pops to
the surface where it downloads
the stored data via a satellite

system. It also gives an exact
position of where the Àsh has
travelled to.
Only large Àsh over 130cm
are tagged, this ensures the
Àsh will be mature (as scientists want to track spawning
migrations) and also gives the
Àsh the best chance of survival
as the tags are large.
The scientists say “The captain and crew were fantastic
helping haul these large Àsh
(over 50kg) onto the deck using a hand net so we could tag
and then release them.”
So far ten tags have been deployed and two have successfully transmitted their data
with the further eight due to
pop up in September. Data so
far has shown the Àsh generally moved approximately 50
vertical metres each day.
There are also several periods of large daily vertical migrations of the toothÀsh with it
moving up to a maximum of
456m in one day.
Between the end of September to mid December the
Àsh were mainly at a depth
of 1200m, moving deeper to
1300m in mid December and
then to 1550m by the end of
December.
The tagged toothÀsh remained in water temperatures
ranging from 2.5-3.5°C. Of
the two tags returned so far
one Àsh moved over 250km
horizontally whereas the other
remained close to the tagging
position moving only 25km.
This exciting new research
allows the scientists to determine migration routes of
toothÀsh between spawning
and feeding grounds as well
as daily and seasonal depth
movements of the individual
Àsh.
This is an ongoing project
with ten more tags just about
to be deployed so scientists
can also examine any differences between years.
Photo and information: FIG
- Live toothÀsh with satellite
tag ready to be released.

Mission supports ¿shermen

THE
dangers inherent
in the work
of deep sea
Àsherman is illustrated only
too clearly by
the Àve known
deaths of seamen
in Falklands jurisdiction already this year.
The work is hard, cold and
lonely but onshore in the islands an intrepid couple are
doing their best to offer some
comfort to these men.
Englishman Howard Turner
(supported by his Falklands
wife Betty - couple pictured
above) is the Auxiliary Superintendent of the Lighthouse
Seaman’s Centre an independent Mission afÀliated to
The Royal National Mission
to Deep Sea Fishermen.
The Mission is a home
from home for the men who
hail from Asia, Africa, South
America and Europe.
They receive free tea and
coffee and concessionary rates
for meals and cakes baked by
Betty and her team. Charitable donations of clothing are
available and are snapped up
by those from poorer countries.
TV, a book lending library
and games tables also offer
opportunities to relax.
Falklands residents can enjoy meals and snacks at the
cafe but certain times are set
aside for Àshermen only.

The
couple say
they have
dealt with
six serious
emergencies since they began
in late 2006. In such an
event the Mission becomes
a processing point for crew
and a call will go out for emergency warm clothing, toiletries and interpreters.
“The shipping and Àshing
industry recognize the value
of the Mission,” said Betty,
“and support the Mission with
funding.”
The organisation was set up
in 1997 and the Àrst couple
to run the Mission were Mike
and Kirsten Hughes.
Reminiscing from their
home in New Zealand they
said, “They were heady days
as we all felt our way. I think
it’s remarkable it all came together so well, in part because
of the wonderful support and
goodwill of just about everybody in the Islands. A wonderful example of what can
be achieved if a community
works together. I’m thrilled
that not only were the Seamen served by the work, but
that the Falklands community
has beneÀted by provision of
a facility that all can use. We
long for the opportunity to return one day to see how it’s all
going.”
Photos above: The Turners,
and inside the Mission.

“Working as a Àsherman is a dangerous and lonely job
that very few people comprehend. The Fishermen’s Mission makes sure it knows the hardship Àshermen and their
families face and therefore exactly how to help them.
Rick Stein, The Royal National Mission to Deep Sea “
Fishermen Vice-Patron
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Agriculture
FARMERS traditionally travel to Stanley in
July for the Rural Business Association’s (RBA)
‘Farmer’s Week’.
This year the week began with a business ‘Expo’
and a big breakfast in the
Town Hall organised by
the RBA, Farmers were
able to chat to numerous
organizations including
Falklands Conservation,
The Tourist Board, the
Wool Company, British
Forces, the Falkland Islands Meat Company, the
Development Corporation, the Department of
Agriculture, the Chamber of Commerce, Cable
and Wireless, Camp Education, Health and Social
Services, Wool Growers
Ltd, the Invasive Species
group, Wilkins Kennedy
Ltd (accountants) and
express
transportation
company DHL.
Part of the week comprised meetings and lectures provided by the
Department of Agriculture on such subjects as
organic farming systems,
nutrition grazing management, disease surveillance, weather trials and
wool clip analysis and
a subject close to every
farmer’s heart, genetic
improvement of stock.
The Rural Business Association who organized
the entire week, invited

farmers to attend Fire
Training by the Falkland Islands Government
Air Service, a visit to the
new Work Boat Services
Ferry, Concordia Bay,
wool machinery held at
FIPASS and the Aquaculture site, and discussions
on conservation, invasive
species and tourism.
The social aspect of the
week was as important
as ever, with meals provided by the Department
of Agriculture, Concordia
Bay, the Rural Business
Association, the Falkland
Islands Meat Company
and the Development
Corporation. The lunch
‘get together’ provided
not only delicious food
but an invaluable oppportunity for farmers and
organisations to discuss
the morning’s meetings.
In the evening farmers
Áocked to parties, meals
and receptions as well as a
Variety Show by the Amateur Dramatics group
and a traditional dance
hosted by the Camp Education Department.
Rural Business Association Chairman and farmer Raymond Evans said
he was “...delighted with
how the week had gone.”

Meet the farmers

Bill Pole-Evans, Manybranch and Sally Poncet, Beaver Island.

Jennifer Hill, Stoney Ridge and Stephen Dixon, North Arm.

Sheep Farming facts
THE Falkland Islands farmland extends to around
1,140,000 hectares and carries approximately 530,000
sheep and 6,200 head of cattle.
Today only a relatively small proportion of Islanders
are still engaged in sheep farming on 88 farms, but it has
remained an important part of the Falklands identity.
Falkland Islands sheep produce wool of consistently
outstanding whiteness, soft handle and freedom from
vegetable matter contamination. The excellent characteristics of Falklands wool means it is greatly sought after by wool processors and envied by competing wool
producing countries everywhere.
Falklands wool has a beautiful soft handle and glows
with a natural whiteness. Much as it was in the past it is
chemical free and is of an organic nature.
Freedom from sheep external parasites ensures that
farmers do not have to treat sheep. Sheep are allowed to
roam freely for twelve months of the year.
They produce a wool clip for the islands of approximately 1,780,000 kilograms greasy averaging about 26
microns.
The predominant sheep breeds in the islands are corriedale and polwarth, although other breeds are gaining
popularity as farmers attempt to produce Àner and Àner
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Keith Alazia, Goose Green and Raymond Evans, Pebble Island.
Below: Robert Short, Wine Glass Station and Christopher May
George and Speedwell Islands.

Agriculture continued

Stanley rendezvous for
farming community

Top: Farmers receive Àre training from the Falkland Islands Government Air Service, in order that they might give assistance if an
Islander Aircraft were to meet with trouble on a farm air strip.
Above left: Farmer Tony Heathman lends a hand at a visit onboard
the new East/West ferry Concordia Bay.
Above: Aquaculture Assistant Antoine Daille explains site systems to
farmer Sheila Jones.
Left: Islanders have a tot at the Rose Bar after the Government House
reception. (L-R) Sarah Bowles from the Department of Agriculture,
West farmer Justin Knight, FIG veterinarian Zoe Luxton and West
farmer Jimmy Forster.
Top right: Worm farming at the aquaculture site and farmers Bill
Pole-Evans and Myles and Rodney Lee chat at the Town Hall Expo.

Photographs by Nuala McKay for SeAled PR/RBA.
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Conservation - Energy

Winds of change for a
clean green Falklands
THE Sand Bay Wind Farm on
East Falklands is achieving
superb energy saving results
after less than a year in operation.
Falkland Islands Power Station Manager Glen Ross explained that Phase 1 of the
project is already displacing an average of 23% of the
Stanley Power Stations annual
fuel consumption. As well as
displacing imported fuel there
is also the beneÀt of reduced
carbon emissions.
Glen said, “We have had our
wind farm for less than a year
and it is now invaluable to
us, the results we are achieving are world class. Sand Bay
Wind Farm has attracted world
wide interest from other island
communities, including a visit
from two engineers from the
Caribbean island of Montserrat.”
He explained that the Power
Station has been taking wind
speed measurements for over
28 years. Several proposals for
wind farms near Stanley were
rejected.
He said, “There were a
number of reasons for turning
these down but principally it
was due to variable nature of
our wind. The power output
from wind turbines varies as a
cube of the instantaneous wind
speed, this means that for a
doubling of the wind speed, the
power output increases eight
fold, equally if the wind speed
dropped to half its value, the
power output collapses to one
eighth. This all happens in the
seconds range. It can be seen
that the nature of wind power
is a rapidly varying quantity.”
In March 2005, however,
during a spring-clean of the
Power Station ofÀce, an Enercon brochure for their variable
speed variable pitch wind turbines resurfaced. It included
an illustration of the control
feedback loop. It appeared to
promise the possibility of limiting the wind turbines output
power.
Glen said, “This would allow
us to take the wind speed Áuc-
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tuations over the minutes range
and set the output power to the
lowest wind speed. Resulting
in a steady output power from
each turbine.”
By August 2006 contracts
were signed with Enercon and
the foundations for the turbines were completed in April
2007.
The erection of the wind turbines began in May 2007 and
the site was opened by HRH
Prince Edward on June 13 the
same year. Shortly afterwards
the high voltage link was energised. Wind Turbine 3 was
the Àrst on line and began delivering energy into Stanley on
August 9, 2007.
Phase 1 comprises of three
E33 Enercon Wind Turbines.
The power output rating of
each machine is 335 kW, giving a total capacity of 1005
kW. Phase 2 will consist of a
further three E33 Wind Turbines and should be completed
by October 2009 or March
2010, depending on manufacturers lead times. Phase 3 and
4 will include energy storage,

size and type TBC.
Glen said, “The promised
performance from Phase 1 is
displacement of 20% of the
Stanley Power Stations annual
fuel consumption. The Power
Station consumes 3,941,618
litres of fuel per annum in
delivering the required generation of 15,000,000 units.
20% equates to 788,323 litres
of imported diesel per annum
and requires the wind farm
to produce 3,000,000 units of
electricity.
“The farms contribution
has been gradually increased.
The Àrst 1,000,000 units took
six months to generate, the
second 1,000,000 units took
four months. The present annual rate is 3,480,000 units per

annum or
23% of total demand.
In order to
average this
23%,
the
wind farm
is
often
generating
in excess of
30% of the Stanley’s power requirements, at times we have
reached 47%. These higher
percentages make up for the
periods of calm weather. The
highest hourly output to date
is 900 kW.
“Phase 2 promises a further
2,000,000 units per annum.
It is not simply a doubling of
our present performance, 94%
is not promised, what is likely
is that our present higher percentages, will be sustained for
longer periods and be more
frequent.”
Top: The Sand Bay Wind
Farm. Inset: HRH Prince
Edward opens the site. Information and photographs
courtesy of the FIG Power
Station.

Conservation - wildlife

Clean up operation is a job well done

AFTER nearly three weeks
of intense rehabilitation, on
Friday June 20, seven Gentoo
penguins that were badly oiled
as a result of the oil spill from
the Ocean 8 in Berkeley Sound
were Ànally released back into
the wild.
A month ago staff from Falklands Conservation made their
Àrst visit out to Long Island
farm to see the damage caused
to the wildlife by the heavy oil
leaking from the Àshing vessel
the Ocean 8.
On that Àrst visit one of the
worst affected penguins was
brought back to town and a
plan was put in place to re-visit the coast and bring back as
many oiled Gentoo penguins
as possible. Given the logistics of getting out to Strike Off
Point in winter and transporting penguins back staff knew
they would be only tackling a
small part of the problem but
also knew they had to do what
they could to help. On the second visit they caught six penguins and brought them back
to town for cleaning.
The cleaning process involves Àrst loosening the
heavy tar-like oil with cooking oil before washing this off
with warm water and washing up liquid. The penguins
then need to be dried and kept
warm to allow their natural
oils to waterproof their feathers. This process can take over
two weeks. During the rehabilitation of those penguins
they were housed in a shed
at the back of the Falklands

Ali Liddle describes Conservation’s
clean-up and release of penguins oiled
by sunk ¿shing vessel Ocean 8
Conservation ofÀce where an
enclosure had been made with
sand spread over the Áoor.
The penguins were then fed
twice a day with squid and
rock cod as well as receiving
Áuids through a tube into their
stomach and extra vitamins
and minerals. Initially the penguins had to be force fed but
within a couple of days they
became so used to the process
that they would readily take
the food. Indeed it became a
bit of a scrum at times as they
fought to get the Àsh and squid
from the hands that were feeding.
Each penguin was regularly
weighed and those that were
seen to be losing condition
were given extra food. One
particular penguin was in quite
a poor condition on arrival but
by release time it had put on
nearly a kilogramme in weight.
They certainly all gained some
weight during their stay. Prior
to being released the penguins
all needed to have a bath to
check that their feathers were
waterproof so a large container of water was set up in the
yard and they all took their
turn having a dip. At this point
they were deemed ready for
release so on Friday morning
the penguins were boxed up
and driven out to New Haven
where there is a Gentoo colony

of around 800 breeding pairs.
Obviously staff were reluctant
to release them back into Berkeley Sound where oil is still
apparent in the kelp and on
the rocks where the penguins
come ashore. Conservation
staff decided on New Haven
as it is far enough away from
the Sound and by the time they
Ànd their way home some of
the oil will have dispersed.
Gentoo penguins move around
the coastline a fair bit at this
time of year so their is no real
concern that they will be ‘lost’
in any way.
It was a beautiful sunny day
and there were a number of
penguins on the beach which
was great for the birds. Each
member of staff had two penguins in each box and as the
Àrst two climbed out they wandered up to staff as if to say
“Well this is nice but where’s
the food?” before heading
along the beach to the other
Gentoo penguins.
The next four went straight
along the beach in the same
direction. Finally Shorthand,
the Àrst penguincollected
from Berkeley Sound was released. He was a penguin with
real attitude and personality
and had to be force fed right
up until the day before release
when he Ànally gave in and
accepted food without a strug-

gle. As the box was opened he
took a Áying leap for freedom
(who says penguins can’t Áy?)
and after giving the evil eye to
each member of staff he gave
a grumpy call and headed off
in the direction of the other
penguins. There’s gratitude
for you...
Once the penguins had congregated they then headed
into the water and proceeded
to splash around for the next
20 minutes or so which was
really pleasing to see. All the
staff were stood there with
big smiles on their faces and
there was a real sense of satisfaction. A job well done but
unfortunately FC have only
been able to tackle the tip of
the iceberg. Many more birds
have died as a result of the oil
spill and the effect on the population of Gentoo penguins at
Strike Off Point will only become apparent when they return to the colony to breed in
Spring. The feeling is it will be
a greatly depleted colony.
A huge thank you has to go
to Eric Schnieder for his help
with the rehabilitation of the
penguins. You did a sterling
job and have the scars to prove
it. Thanks to the Àshing companies for their donations of
Àsh and squid and also to Falklands residents who brought in
towels and boxes for the penguins.
Above: Photos show the severity of oil contamination to
Falklands penguins. Above
right: Hay Miller lends a
hand.
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Tourism
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Islanders exploring South America
courtesy of Falklands travel agent
By Lisa Johnston
CHILE is the most popular
destination for Falkland Islanders holidaying overseas.
Australia and New Zealand,
the United States, Peru and
Brazil are also top favourites.
This increasingly sophisticated choice of destinations
is largely due to a Áourishing
Stanley business, International
Tours & Travel Ltd (ITT) an
IATA accredited travel agency
and Sales Agents for LAN airlines (a Chilean airline) in the
Falklands.
Owner and Managing Director, Jennie Forrest, a native
Falkland Islander, told the
Newsletter, “Word of mouth
marketing is a big plus in the
Falklands. If one family enjoys a holiday then it doesn’t
take long before it ripples
through the community and
other families come and request the same location.”
The company also places
a weekly advert in the local
newspaper Penguin News, “It
has made a big difference in
encouraging people to try new
experiences, and the take up is
surprisingly high.”
When Jennie launched the
company in 1995 the lack of
contact Islanders had had with
South America was, “...a big
issue.”
Prior to the Falklands ConÁict there was an airlink with
Argentina but after 1982 this
no longer existed.
“There was a whole generation of Islanders who didn’t
know South America, so it
is very satisfying now to see
people having new experiences on this exciting continent
whilst at the same time sharing and passing that onto their
children.”
Visitors to the Falklands
Land based visitor growth via
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ITT bookings has been 29%
just since last year, well above
the national average growth of
18%; no easy task bearing in
mind how far the company is
from its prime European and
North American markets.
In order to maintain and
hopefully increase this growth
the company recently launched
their new website, www.falklandislands.travel designed by
local photographer Georgina
Strange.
ITT will also attend the annual TravelMart Latin America;
the largest trade show aimed
speciÀcally at selling South
American destinations.
ITT are keen to see tourism in the Falklands evolve
to meet international standards while still maintaining its
unique ‘off the beaten track’
attraction.
ITT tour operator Sally Ellis
of ITTs Inbound Department
explained that on the whole
the typical Falklands visitor is
price tolerant as long as they
perceive they are getting value
for money.
Recent analysis of ITT’s Client Questionnaires returned
during the 2007/08 season
showed over 95% of clients reporting the Falklands as good
value for money, and nearly
90% advising that they would
return to the Falklands.
The four top destinations in
the Falklands are Saunders Island, Pebble Island, (see back
page for more information)
Sealion Island and Carcass Island, primarily due to the wide
variety of wildlife there.
On the website, however,
visitors can view superb photographs and read further detail of many other beautiful
locations such as Roy Cove
and Port Howard (West) and
Darwin and North Arm (East).

Tourism

Cruise ship visitors increase with every season
By Lisa Johnston
SIXTY two thousand two hundred and
three cruise visitors landed in the Falklands last season, conÀrmed Falkland
Islands Tourist Board General Manager
Jake Downing.
This number comprises 77% of the
cruise ships’ total capacity; a growth of
21% on the previous season.
He said, “Capacity for next season has
increased, and if we achieve 77% again
then we estimate visitor numbers of
67,760. This would be a growth of 8.9%
on last season.”
Speaking of infrastructure developments
he said, “By next season we aim to have
a new shelter erected at the Jetty Visitors
Centre making it more comfortable for
cruise visitors while they are waiting for
their tours and tenders.”
The season this year starts on October
20 with a visit from the NG Endeavour,
and ends on April 7, 2009
He added, “We Àrmly believe in the importance of understanding our market and
are therefore conducting Focus Groups in
the UK this week, with one of the aims
being to try and gauge an understanding
of how much the current economic situa-

tion is affecting their travel plans. I think
the information will be incredibly useful
to the tourist board an industry for our future planning.”
Thousands of visitors
Each year thousands of tourists make
the journey to the Falklands on board a
cruise ship or expedition vessel.
This increasingly popular method of
travel allows people to visit many sites
that remain largely inaccessible to landbased tourists in the Falklands, all from
the comfort and safety of a world-class
vessel.
Cruise ships visiting the Falklands vary
greatly in size, and range from wellequipped yachts to icebreakers and luxury
cruise vessels such as the QE2. Passenger
numbers on board can be as few as 10 or
as grand as 3,000.
Whatever the size, visitors arriving in the
Falklands by sea will be pleased to Ànd a
number of shore excursions and tours that
Àt in with most ship schedules.
Most vessels visit Stanley, but some operators also include outlying islands.
The Falklands are generally included
as part of a larger cruise itinerary, which
may incorporate such famous destinations

as South Georgia, the Antarctic Peninsula
and selected South American ports.
On arrival in the Falklands tourist have a
host of excursions to choose from.
Murrell Farm
One of the many is the rockhopper tour
located on Murrell Farm and shadowed
by Mount Lowe. This tour offers guests
the chance to see the penguins while still
allowing time to explore Stanley or organise a second tour.
Guests are collected in Stanley by an
experienced driver/guide and transported
to the rockhopper colony just 60 minutes
drive by 4WD. The tour passes through
Moody Brook (the former location of the
British Royal Marines, Naval Party 8901),
before heading over Wireless Ridge and
the trout-rich Murrell River.
Once off-road the excursion heads
across open peat moorland, home to many
small bird species which nest in the native
grasses and shrubs.
Tourists can also visit penguins at Gypsy
Cove near Stanley or at Bluff Cove Lagoon approximately 15 miles to the south
west of Stanley.
Above: Beautiful images of the
Falkland Islands by SeAled PR.
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Philately

Stunning new releases in Falklands stamps
THE new Aviation stamp issue of August 1, 2008 includes
12 stunning images (8 shown
left) portraying the history of
aircraft in the islands. (left)
The Taylorcraft Auster MK5
aircraft, manufactured in the
United Kingdom where the
prototype Áew in 1938, became the Àrst aircraft type to
be operated by the Falkland Islands Government Air Service
(FIGAS). The idea of introducing an internal air service
was the brainchild of the then
Governor Sir Miles Clifford in
1947. The Auster continued in
FIGAS service until 1957.
The series also includes the
Ade Havilland Canada DHC2 Beaver, The Boeing 747, the
De Havvilland Canada DHC6 Twin Otter, the Lockheed
C-130 Hercules, the Airbus
A320, the Lockheed L1011
Tristar, the Avro Vulcan B2,
the Britten-Norman BN-2 Islander, the Panavia Tornado,
the De Havilland Canada
DHC-7-110 Dash 7, and the
BAE Sea Harrier
60th Wedding Anniversary
The 60th Wedding Anniversary of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness Prince Philip this year on
20th November will mark the
Àrst ever Diamond Wedding
Anniversary in British Royal
History. To celebrate this signiÀcant occasion the Falkland
Islands Post OfÀce is releasing
a very digniÀed single stamp
showing the cameo proÀles
of Her Majesty and the Duke
of Edinburgh against a Jasper
Blue background. (see left).
Air Transportation
The Falkland Islands Post Of-
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Àce is releasing a new deÀnitive series of stamps celebrating air transportation which
has played such an important
role in the development of the
Islands economy and defence.
Four of the stamps depict aircraft operated by the Royal
Air Force and to commemorate its 90th Anniversary these
four stamps are being released
in a special miniature sheet
with each stamp design differing from the deÀnitive issue
as it carries an ofÀcial RAF
90th Anniversary logo, use
of which has been agreed between Creative Direction and
the Royal Air Force. (image
below left).
Polar Explorers
The Fourth International Polar
Year was launched in March
2007 and runs to March 2009
to allow for two Àeld seasons at both Poles. More than
sixty nations are undertaking
projects to examine physical,
biological and social research
topics in both the Arctic and
the Antarctic.
For many years the Falkland
Islands were a staging post
and winter quarters for that
brave band of explorers and
discoverers who were fascinated by the Antarctic and
who either wanted to expand
mankind’s knowledge, expand their countries territorial
claims, or to reach the remote
South Pole.
Included in this stamp series
(see below) are: James Weddell (1787-1834) – 4p ; James
Clark Ross (1800-1862) - 25p;
William Spiers Bruce (18671921); James William Slessor
Marr (1902-1965) - £1.

CDs/Books

Aerial Surveys of Black-browed Albatross by Ian Strange

READERS of the book on
New Island by Ian J Strange,
which was featured in the last
Newsletter (No: 94 – page
25), will have noticed in Annex 5 an analysis of surveys
of the population of the Blackbrowed Albatross which indicate that numbers on New
Island have been increasing
in recent years and at one site
that has been monitored since
1977 numbers had increased
from 998 to 2001 pairs.
Further data in the Annex
for other sites away from New
Island suggested that this was
not an exception and that other
colonies showed comparable
increases. Most of us are familiar with the generally depressing news that albatross
populations world wide are
in decline with losses of adult
birds killed as a by-catch by
the offshore Àsheries being the
principal cause so this claim
came as an unexpected but
pleasant surprise.
Ian Strange has now produced
a document, Aerial Surveys of
Black-browed Albatross Thalassarche melanophris Breeding Colonies in the Falkland
Islands: The Methodology employed and Comparisons with
Surveys carried out in 19862005-2006 and 2007.
Several objectives of the surveys reported in the document
are listed and are summarised
as follows: –
• To obtain-up-to-date population Àgures for some of the

major breeding sites in the
Falkland Islands and to present
data that questions the reported declines in numbers.
• To present aerial photography as a reliable alternative
census method.
• To use the data to encourage
the development of a more
accurate survey system for
the species in the Falkland Islands.
• To present comparative results from the three main surveys together with data from
selected sites
• To present the results of trials on New Island of the aerial
survey as a way of surveying
Áedglings and their survival
rates and
• To present and discuss the
advantages of the methods
outlined for monitoring associated species and environmental changes at breeding
sites.
The opening sections of the
paper focus on aerial photography as a census tool with
special regard to the Blackbrowed Albatross and a detailed look at methodology
and equipment. The difÀculties and likely problems are
discussed and the importance
of the timing of the survey
is stressed. The next section
deals with the breeding sites
in the Falkland Islands and includes a map and a site by site
description of each colony.
The next 32 pages contain
the results of the survey for

each of the sites visited in
2005 including lists of the
photographic images taken at
these sites. The data is then
compared with previous surveys to show a general increase in the population of the
birds over time. The data suggests increases from 11.9% to
62.1% at some of the colonies.
Several of the aerial photographs from the different surveys are used to illustrate the
techniques involved and are
compelling viewing.
The penultimate section describes the use of aerial photography on New Island South
and North Island in 2007 to
calculate Áedlging success at
the end of the breeding season.
Once again the importance of
correct timing is emphasised.
The Ànal section is a discussion of the results of the survey and its implications for the
Black-browed Albatross.
In the northern hemisphere
dramatic increases in the population and distribution of the
Fulmar and some gulls in the
twentieth century has been attributed to the increasing size
of the Àshing Áeets and the
availability of discards from
the those Áeets as additional
food for birds. It is suggested
in this paper that similar factors may have led to the increases in the population of
the albatross in the Falkland
Islands and that should the
Àshery go into decline the
numbers of albatrosses (and

other species) might well be
expected to decline. Losses
due to the presence of the Àshery are not denied and every
effort to reduce those losses
is to be encouraged and supported.
This is a most interesting paper and deserves to be widely
read. The case for accurate
and reliable, repeatable surveys is well made and the illustration of the breeding site
on the West Cliffs, New Island
demonstrates how aerial surveys are probably the only effective way of counting some
of these sites. Not everyone
will agree with all that is said
in this document but to my
mind the arguments in favour
of aerial surveys of this species in the Falkland Islands are
well made.
The document is available
as a .pdf Àle on a CD which
can be viewed on a computer
with Adobe Reader and can be
printed off in the usual way if
required. Copies of the CD can
be obtained from Ian Strange
at The Dolphins, Stanley,
Falkland Islands FIQQ 1ZZ.
Please enclose a cheque for
£6 payable to Ian J Strange to
cover the cost of production
of the CD and post & packing
and allow three weeks for delivery.
Rewiew by Colin Wright
Above: New Island and
Albatross on New Island.
Photos: I Strange.
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Books

Dictionary of Falklands Biography Edited by David Tatham
The Dictionary of Falklands
Biography David Tatham,
ISBN: 978-0-9558985-0-1
“THOROUGHLY entertaining and informative” was book
critic Nick Smith’s opinion of
David Tatham’s Dictionary of
Falklands Biography.
Describing the work of many
years Mr Smith of UK trade
monthly Book Dealer says,
“Though unfamiliar to those
of us whose knowledge of geography doesn’t extend to the
southernmost extremes of the
Atlantic Ocean, the Falklands
Islands have been the scene
of some remarkable feats of
exploration and navigation,
of scientiÀc research and international political unease.
They have been the setting
for some of the most enduring legends of endurance and
survival, as well as the centre of a once-proud whaling
industry. They are also intermittently the focus of attention of, ‘the distinctly dubious
historical claims of a predatory neighbour,’ writes David
Tatham in the introduction to
his thoroughly entertaining
and informative Dictionary of
Falklands Biography.
Although thousands of miles
away ‘the Islands’ cast a long
shadow and are deeply entrenched in the British psyche.”
Smith continues, “Most of
us know of this far-Áung archipelago because of the unforgettable media coverage of
the ConÁict of 1982, when the
Islands were brieÁy occupied
by Argentina before being surrendered to British forces on
June 14. We remember the
notorious ‘Gotcha’ headline
on the front page of the Sun
newspaper after the sinking
of the General Belgrano, the
battle of Goose Green and
the famous images of Argentine prisoners of war in Port
Stanley. However, none of this
iconic recent history makes it
onto the pages of The Dictionary of Falklands Biography,
because Tatham has chosen to
include no material after the
start of the ConÁict. As a cutoff point this makes sense for
two reasons: ‘not only did this
war introduce literally thousands of new players into the
Falklands scene ... but it would
have transformed a study devoted to the history of the
Falklands and South Georgia
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into one dominated by conÁict
and international relations.’
It also allows scope for a
separate similar post-1982
study at a later date. It is probably still too soon to do this,
as many of the players in Falkland affairs since the war are
‘still alive, making impartial
assessment difÀcult’.
Tatham, who was Governor
of the Falkland Islands from
1992-95, has spent six years
editing the Dictionary, and
the result is an immense reference work that will be of great
value to both professional historians and researchers. Assisted largely by volunteers he
has made great efforts to follow the style and conventions
of the Dictionary of National
Biography. But because of the
nature of the Falklands version Tatham has relaxed the
rules a little, allowing a limited number of entries about
living people (some of which
are actually autobiography, as
in the case of former Governor
Sir Rex Hunt).
The body of the book, however, is made up of biographical sketches of the great and
the good (and the dead). There
are essays on British circumnavigator Captain James
Cook, 18th-century French
explorer Louis-Antoine de
Bougainville, and the wonderfully named early-19th century Russian explorer Thaddeus
Gottlieb Thaddevich von Bellinghausen, who became the
second circumnavigator of the
Antarctic (after Cook).
Ernest Shackleton takes up
a thumping six pages, with
detailed descriptions of his
Nimrod Expedition (currently
in its centenary year) and his
Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition in Endurance that
included his epic journey to
South Georgia in the James
Caird.
The Dictionary’s cast includes politicians, a king and
a saint. There are British,

French, Argentine and Spanish
governors, naval commanders,
and others drawn from the military world. There are students
of natural history and the environment (from Charles Darwin to comparatively recent
ornithologists). There are geologists, philatelists, farmers,
sailors, whalers and sealers.
As former Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd (who visited the
Falklands in 1994) says in his
foreword,the Islands have for
years been famous for their
dramatic history, political controversy and the wild life that
abounds on and around their
shores. However, says Hurd,
‘the essential character of the
Islands is formed by the people who live there.’
In fact some of the best characters in the Dictionary are
the Falkland Islanders themselves. The entry for the local business entrepreneur Les
Hardy is irresistible. Hardy,
‘a man of cheerful and sober
disposition’, was the energetic
pipe-smoking owner of the upmarket Kelper Store, where
he sold fancy goods, fashion
jewellery, ice cream, toys and
magazines.... The jewel in Hardy’s cordial crown, however,
was a tribute to a more famous
internationally
recognized
brand, whose label showed an
absurdly healthy looking penguin exhorting the Islanders to
‘Drink Kelpa Cola’.
But Hardy wasn’t the only
character on the Islands. Des
Peck has earned a place in
the annals of the region as a
‘poet, musician and general
merchant’. Peck conducted his
business transactions on cigarette packets and cardboard
shoeboxes, had a special relationship with the income
tax assessors, and imported
electric guitars and ampliÀers
for local musicians. An accomplished musician in his
own right, he also had a talent for producing verses commemorating local events and

was something of an unofÀcial
poet laureate.
Even in the coded language
of the biographical dictionary,
he is described explicitly as ‘a
colourful character and a likeable rogue’, so it is a shame
that there is no more about the
Àercely patriotic Des Peck in
this volume.
Perhaps Tatham intended
there to be more, but in his
introduction he writes of the
competing pressures for space
and the limitations imposed
by both time and budget. In
a book like this you have
no choice but to write about
Cook, Darwin and Shackleton,
despite the existence of comprehensive biographical material about them elsewhere.
It follows that some space is
devoted to running over old
ground, though to his credit
Tatham has ensured that the
entries are compiled in such
a way that their main focus is
relevant to the history of the
South Atlantic.
Books such as the Dictionary of Falklands Biography
are designed for dipping into.
But in appreciating the delicious trivia of this sparsely
populated remote Overseas
Territory it would be unwise
to forget the range and depth
of experiences that history has
inÁicted upon the Islanders
themselves.
At the moment the Islands
are enjoying greater prosperity than they have ever known
and the people of the region
have real conÀdence about
their future. So it demonstrates
sensitive timing that Tatham
should choose now to publish
this extraordinary testament to
their past.”
Nick Smith’s review is reproduced by kind permission of
the Editor of Bookdealer.
Copies of the DFB may be
obtained at FIGO (14 Broadway, London SW1H 0BH) for
£33.
hb, 35.00 pounds
Copies may be obtained by
post in the UK from the Editor, South Parade, Ledbury,
Hereford, HR8 2HA, for £42,
which covers stamps and
packing.
In Stanley copies are on sale
for £39 at the Pink Shop, the
Gift Shop, the Museum and
Stanley Services Ltd.

Books

The Half Closed Door - the life of Alan Tritton
READERS with an interest
in the Falklands and further
south might want to watch out
for “The Half-Closed Door”
a book about the life of Alan
Tritton which is due to be published by Book Guild Publishing, Brighton, England, later
this year. It is partly a family
history which takes up the Àrst
few chapters and describes
wars, battles and skirmishes in
which his family were engaged
in India, Egypt, Sudan, West
and South Africa, France and
Greece. It then becomes autobiographical – pre-war, blitz,
requisitioning of their houses,
evacuation, post war etc. moving on to his Àrst expedition to
Arctic Norway in 1949, then
Army training and a commission leading to active service
in the Malayan jungle where
he was seriously wounded in
action.

The focus then moves to the
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey in 1952, the journey south in the John Biscoe
- the 1952 Antarctic relief voyage – he was appointed leader
of the South Orkneys Survey
Station at Signy. He describes
15 months at Signy, the base,
the journeys undertaken - the
huskies, sledging and the
weather. The 1954 Antarctic
relief voyage follows and the
construction of the International Geophysical Year ScientiÀc Station at Argentine
Islands, South Georgia and the
reconnaissance voyage to the
South Sandwich Islands. He
then spent some time at Port
San Carlos sheep station with
the Keith-Cameron family
visiting the Bonner family at
San Carlos, and then, because
of the terrible weather at that
time, he describes riding all

Continued from page 3:
If there were any sign of
good-neighbourliness
in
Buenos Aires, Councillors
might wish to consider gestures of goodwill. But in
face of the “bossiness” and
hostility of current Argentine policy, such gestures
would be seen and treated
as signs of weakness. It is
encouraging that the Foreign Affairs Committee of
the House of Commons, in
their report on the Overseas
Territories, recommended
a tough line be taken with
the President of Argentina
when she visits Britain: “in
particular they recommend
that the [British] Prime
Minister calls for an early
end to Argentina’s obstruction in relation to use of its
airspace and that he also
highlight potential logistical issues if Argentine families are allowed to Áy in to
visit graves.”

Continued from page 7:
But the build-up of forces had
alerted Catholic bishops, and
Pope John Paul II sent Cardinal Antonio Samoré to put a
stop to it. Using shuttle diplomacy, Samoré just managed to
achieve this.
Following this near war, the
Vatican itself mediated, on
12th December 1980, again
giving the Islands to Chile,
but limiting Chilean waters
around them. Chile accepted
this Papal mediation on 8th
January 1981.
Argentina expressed its anger and did not accept this
(although it did not actually
formally reject it either). Instead, on 28th April 1981, in
a massive escalation, it closed
its entire frontier with Chile!
General Viola was president
then, but General Galtieri, one
of the leading hawks over the
Beagle Channel dispute, had
apparently ordered this move
without even telling him or his
other colleagues in the Junta.

the way to Stanley with a gaucho, taking two or three days
including a visit to Teal Inlet
etc. Then back to South Georgia and home.
There are chapters dealing
with his banking career - he
became a Group Director of
Barclays Bank but was closely
involved with three expeditions. These were the British
Trans-Arctic Expedition led by
Wally Herbert, with the Committee chaired by Sir Miles
Clifford a former Governor of
the Falklands; the 1975 British Everest South West Face
Expedition led by Chris Bonington and Ranulph Fiennes’
Transglobe Expedition. He
describes a journey to North
West Greenland in midwinter
and a Himalayan journey with
the Everest Expedition.
The scene changes again and
details of his work establish-

ing the Calcutta Tercentenary
Trust for the restoration and
conservation of the British and
European heritage paintings
in the Victoria Memorial Hall
in Calcutta is described, work
which took 14 years which
led to a major exhibition of
the restored paintings in 2001
for which he was awarded
the C.B.E. This might seem
enough for most people but
there are chapters on the Equitable Life Assurance Society
of which he was a non-executive Director, which sued him
after his retirement for billions
of pounds, an enquiry lasting
four years and culminating in
an 8 month trial at the end of
which the case collapsed. The
book closes with a chapter on
his farming activities in Essex
and a chapter on his return to
the Falkland Islands and South
Georgia.

Galtieri then continued to use
the Beagle Channel dispute
to undermine Viola, who fell
from power on 11th December, to be replaced by Galtieri.
Argentina, under Galtieri,
was still sabre-rattling over
the Beagle Channel Dispute
when it invaded the Falklands
in April 1982, which is why
Britain got so much support
from Chile then.
In 1983, after the Falklands
War had taught Argentina the
folly of its ways, and re-established democracy in Argentina, the Vatican was able to
broker a settlement. This gave
the islands to Chile, but again

restricted the territorial waters
in the Atlantic that should have
belonged to them. It was formally accepted by both sides
in 1984.
Samoré died in 1983, exhausted by his efforts. He had
been repeatedly smeared by
the Argentine military Junta,
who even sent intelligence
ofÀcers to his home town
looking for dirt – but found
none. Now, however, a pass
between Argentina and Chile
has been renamed after him to
commemorate his efforts for
peace.
Cardinal Bertone will visit
both Santiago and Buenos
Aires and probably the Beagle Channel too, that so nearly
was a war zone. At the Eastern end of the Beagle Channel, the three islands, Picton,
Lennox and New Island are
not far from where Argentina
did succeed in starting another
war – in 1982. Photo: Cardinal Samoré with Jorge Rafael
Videla. (PD-AR-Photo)
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Births, marriages, deaths and obituaries
Births
January 24: Kailand John Ford to Paul Ford & Karen Armstrong-Ford
January 28: Aiden James Gunnell MacDonald to Andrew MacDonald & Leomi Gunnell
February 5: Anthony Simon to Stevie & Carolina Bonner
February 13: Alicia Elizabeth Shepherd to Colin Shepherd & Kerry Middleton
February 15: AlÀe Andrew Downing to Jake Downing & Wendy Hughes
February 23: Amber Niamh Barlow to Martyn & Andrea Barlow
March 17: Saskia Monique Stevens to Nicholas David Stevens & Mara Jean O’Bey
March 30: Konner Roger May to Roger & Angie May
April 5: Beth Dale Lee to Mervyn Lee & Sarah Boyce
April 7: Skye Lowe to Lucinda Lowe
April 3: Joshua Glen Williams to Glen & Margaret Williams
May 28: Grayson Henry Jones to Deena Marie Jones
June 3: Jade Elizabeth Rozee to Karen Rozee
June 10: Eleanor Wilkinson to Alistair & Johan Wilkinson
June 17: Ashleigh Leonie Berntsen to Sara Berntsen
July 6: Jadyn Jaime Ceballos-Anderson to Karen Williams & Alistair Ceballos-Anderson
July 19: Olivia Lillian Yon to Lindsay Bonner & Nigel Yon
July 17: Jasmine Sarah McCormick to Alison Baker & Wayne McCormick
July 31: Emma Kerryn Neilson to Harold Neilson & Lisa Pole-Evans
Marriages
February 10: Vlad Rojanschi & Candice Ann Young at Christchurch Cathedral, Stanley
March 22: Mark Anthony Fisher & Nicola Donna Inker at Malvina House Hotel Ross Road Stanley
February 23: Neville Hayward & Pauline May Hawksworth at North Arm Settlement East Falkland Island
April 19: Anthony Thomas Blake & Mariela Burucua Devalle at the Registrar General’s OfÀce Townhall Stanley
May 2: Kenneth Olen Cook & Irma Vilimiene at Malvina House Hotel Ross Road Stanley
June 21: Malcolm Prior & Claudette Anderson at the Court & Council Chambers Townhall Stanley
Deaths
January 6: Robert Ford, 51 yrs.
January 19: Helmiawan Hairi, 21 yrs.
February 19: Admad Yani, 21 yrs.
January 19: Phyllis Marjorie Tuckwood, 56 yrs,
March 31: Jin-Wei Fang, 40 yrs.
February 23: Leon Berntsen, 52 yrs.
April 21: Guang Hu Li, 27 yrs.
April 26: Ricardo Manuel Cabell Urbina, 31 yrs.
May 27: Charles Porter, 82 yrs.
May 29: Olive Elizabeth Aldridge 77 yrs.
May 29: Sylvia Rose Stewart, 77 yrs.
June 1: Ellen Alma Betts, 90 yrs.
June 9: Irene Marion Betts, 67 yrs.
June 18: Maggie Ann Alazia, 88 yrs.
June 29: Catherine Annie Rowlands, 79yrs.
June 18: Patrick George Whitney, 62yrs.
July 13: Robert John David Hewitt, 85yrs.
July 14: Jean Lewis, 83yrs.
July 16: Raymond Winston Newman, 67yrs.

Remembering Pat Whitney
A MAN known for courageous
actions, farmer Pat Whitney
(right) sadly died in a Àrearms
accident in June.
Pat, husband to Dan and father to Robert, Kurt and Zoe,
is particularly remembered
for his brave and unselÀsh assistance to 3rd Battalion the
Parachute Regiment during
the Falklands War of 1982.
Pat acted as an overland driver
carrying troops to the frontline
and evacuating casualties.
In February 2006 he also assisted in the rescue of cruise
ship tourists tossed into the
water from an overturned zodiac just off Uranie Beach.
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Pat and his wife owned
Mount Kent Farm on East
Falklands. He will be sorely
missed by family and friends.

Former Foreign Secretary Lord Pym
FRANCIS Lord Pym (right)
who served as Foreign Secretary during the Falklands War
died in March after a long illness aged 86.
When Lord Carrington resigned suddenly in 1982 after
the invasion of the Falklands,
Lord Pym replaced him as foreign secretary.
However, Margaret Thatcher
rejected his attempts to negotiate a peace deal with the Argentines.
The then prime minister
dropped him after the 1983
election, after he had warned
of the dangers of a large majority.

Lord Pym was a traditional
“one nation” Tory whose family had been in politics for
many generations.
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PEBBLE Island Lodge, owned by
Islanders Alan White and Jackie Jennings, is located on one of the largest
offshore islands in the Falklands in the
northern part of the archipelago and
adjacent to Falkland Sound.
Pebble Island (owned by Dean Bros)
forms the eastern end of a chain of islands that runs the length of the north
coast of West Falkland.
In the late 1700s the name Pebble Island came in to use, when the beautiful, semi-precious pebbles - were Àrst
noticed on beaches at the west end of
the island. Since 1846, the island has
been run as a sheep farm and today
is home to some 10,000 Àne-wool
sheep.
The only settlement is located on
a narrow isthmus close to Elephant
Beach, the longest sand beach in the
Falklands at just over 4 miles (61¼2
km). In the heart of the settlement is
Pebble Island Lodge. Originally built
as the farm manager’s house in 1928,
it has always been a focal point of this
remote island community.
Converted to a lodge in 1987, it is
now ideally adapted to suit the needs
of visitors from around the world.
Great care has been taken to ensure
that it retains the warm and friendly
atmosphere of a traditional Falkland
farm house.
Pebble Islands’ diverse terrain provides vital breeding habitats for a
wide-ranging population of birds, including some rare and elusive species
like the majestic Black-necked swan.
Many thousands of Gentoo, Rockhop-

per and Magellanic penguins breed on
Pebble Island each summer, spearheading the list of 42 resident bird species.
In addition, each year the island attracts
many rare avian visitors from South
America and beyond. Southern sea lions
can often be found resting at secluded
spots around the coastline.
1982 History
Pebble Island made the headlines during
the Falklands War when British Special
Forces attacked the island’s Argentineoccupied airstrip. This highly successful raid, the largest SAS operation since
WWII, took place on the night of May
14/15 1982. It was the Àrst land-based
action of the campaign and resulted in
the destruction of 11 Argentine aircraft
The British Type-42 Destroyer HMS
Coventry was sunk after being bombed
by Argentine aircraft 11 miles north of
Pebble Island. A large memorial cross
erected on a scenic hillside not far from
the settlement, looks out to where Coventry sank, and commemorates the 20
crew that died.
North-east of First Mountain there are
two crash sites with the scattered wreckage of Argentine Daggers. These multirole Àghter/bombers were both shot
down by Royal Navy Sea Harriers in
May 1982. Further to the west near Marble Mountain, a memorial commemorates Àve Argentine airmen whose Learjet crashed in the area after it was shot
down by HMS Exeter on June 7, 1982.
Information:
http://www.pebblelodge.com/
Photographs by Alan White.

Pebble paradise
for wildlifers

